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Reconstructing the evolutionary history of biological sequences will provide a bet-
ter understanding of mechanisms of sequence divergence and functional evolution.
Long-term sequence evolution includes not only substitutions of residues but also
more dynamic changes such as insertion, deletion, and long-range rearrangements.
Such dynamic changes make reconstructing sequence evolution history difficult and
affect the accuracy of molecular evolutionary methods, such as multiple sequence
alignments (MSAs) and phylogenetic methods. In order to test the accuracy of these
methods, benchmark datasets are required. However, currently available benchmark
datasets have limitations in their sizes and evolutionary histories of the included
sequences are unknown. These are the serious drawbacks as benchmarks. Such prob-
lems can be solved by simulating sequences to create benchmark datasets with known
evolutionary history. However, currently available simulation methods do not allow
biologically realistic dynamic sequence evolution.
We introduced indel-Seq-Gen version 1.0 (iSGv1.0), a program that simulates
realistic evolutionary processes of protein sequences with insertions and deletions
(indels). iSGv1.0 allows the user to simulate multiple subsequences according to
different evolutionary parameters, tracks all evolutionary events including indels and
outputs the “true” MSA of the simulated sequences. With indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0
(iSGv2.0), we aimed at simulating evolution of highly divergent DNA sequences and
protein superfamilies. iSGv2.0 adds lineage-specific evolution, motif conservation,
indel tracking, subsequence length constraints, and incorporates coding and non-
coding DNA evolution. We uncovered a flaw in the modeling of indels used in current
state of the art methods, and fixed it by using a novel discrete stepping procedure.
Finally, we developed a new MSA scoring metric called the gap profile score that
utilizes insertion and deletion placements to evaluate MSA accuracy. Using a series
of benchmark alignments created with iSGv2.0, we examined the performance of our
scoring method against currently used character-based scoring metrics, including the
sum of pairs score. We examined how well the scoring metric output correlates with
accuracy of phylogenetic reconstruction. We show that the gap profile score opens a
novel way to gauge the efficacy of MSA reconstructions, potentially opening the door
to the research of better models of indel placement into MSA reconstruction methods.
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Generating multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) and reconstructing phylogenetic
relationships from biological sequences are frequently the most important first steps
for various bioinformatics and molecular evolutionary analyses. The general belief is
that reconstructing reliable phylogenetic relationships, for example, depends on the
quality of MSAs [40]. However, generating reliable MSAs becomes extremely difficult
when one has to deal with distantly related sequences displaying low similarity. Over
long evolutionary times, sequences often undergo dynamic events such as duplication,
recombination, insertion, and deletion. Such dynamic changes are important when we
consider the evolution of protein families and their functions. Rigorous evaluation of
MSA and phylogenetic methods, especially for highly diverged sequences with large
numbers of sequence insertions or deletions, collectively called as indels, is possible
if we have a tool that can simulate realistic sequence evolution incorporating indel
events based on a valid biological model derived from empirical data.
In this Chapter, we describe most often used MSA methods, benchmark alignment
databases currently available for testing MSA methods, and of sequence simulation
methods. We discuss our contributions towards improving the realism of protein
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sequence simulation by improved primary and secondary structure representation.
We present two example protein superfamilies, which display the characteristics de-
scribed above for primary and secondary structures. They are used as examples in
Chapters 2 and 3 in order to test the weaknesses in the current sequence simulation
methodologies. Finally, we discuss MSA reconstruction scoring methods and their
limitations.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we introduce indel-Seq-Gen (versions 1.0 and 2.0), the first
sequence simulation method for simulating realistic sequence evolution incorporating
insertions and deletions. indel-Seq-Gen version 1.0 (iSGv1.0) begins this process by
incorporating the ability to simulate heterogeneous evolution of multidomain pro-
tein families and length-dependent sequence conservation. indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0
(iSGv2.0) further improves realism by incorporating DNA simulation, lineage-specific
evolution, motif conservation (using PROSITE-like regular expressions), and a richer
representation of subsequence length constraints that allows for sequences to change
length, but constricts the sequence to a minimum and maximum length. We also
formalize and implement sequence constraints imposed by insertions, deletions, and
substitutions. We fix a flaw in the indel models of most sequence simulators that
biases simulation results for hypotheses involving indels.
In Chapter 4, we introduce a new method to score MSA reconstruction accuracies
informed only by the location of gaps in each sequence, the gap profile score. We
compare the gap profile score against curently used scoring metrics based on MSAs
from four popular MSA reconstruction methods. We create a benchmark MSA dataset
using iSGv2.0, in which all insertion and deletion events are correctly placed, and
which covers a large range of parameterizations including: (1) tree shape, (2) number
of taxa, (3) tree root-to-tip length, (4) Pins:Pdel ratio, and (5) indel length.
In Chapter 5, we summarize our work for evaluating indels as characters of bio-
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logical informativeness and present future directions for our research.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Multiple Sequence Alignment
We first describe four commonly used MSA methods: ClustalW2.0 [94, 50], MAFFT-
L-INS-i [47], Muscle (version 3.7) [24], and ProbCons [20]. All of these alignment
methods are based on progressive alignment methods. These methods are used in the
comparative analysis in the following chapters.
1.1.1.1 Progressive Alignment:
Computing the optimal MSA for a set of sequences using a common heuristic, seeking
to maximize the summed alignment score for each pair of characters (the sum of pairs
score, further discussed in Section 1.1.2.1), is an NP-complete problem [100]. As
such, it is only practical for very small numbers of sequences. In order to make MSA
reconstruction practical for much larger sequence sets, MSA method designers have
adopted a method that progressively adds sequences to a MSA, called progressive
alignment [28].
In progressive alignment, the relationships between sequences are represented in
a tree, called the guide tree. Sequence alignment progresses along this tree in pre-
fix order (from the leaves of the tree upward toward the root). Alignment begins
by aligning the closest pair of sequences (e.g., the alignment of T1 and T2 in Fig-
ure 1.1) by either using full dynamic programming [58, 81] or using faster k-tuple
methods (similar to the method in FASTA [52]). The resulting alignment, called





Figure 1.1: An example guide tree for the progressive alignment of a set of sequences
T1–T5. (A, B) Nodes containing profiles built from pairwise sequence alignments. (C)
Node containing a profile built from a profile–profile alignment. (D) Node containing
a profile built from a sequence–profile alignment. Progressive alignment begins by
aligning A (T1/T2) and B (T2/T3), followed by C (A/B, or T1/T2/T3/T4), and D
(root, C/T5).
characters at each position from the alignment. Alignments at the internal nodes of
the tree (e.g., nodes marked ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘D’ in Figure 1.1) are derived from the
descendant sequences of the inner branch. Each step of the alignment from leaves
to root consists of aligning two sequences (Figure 1.1A, B), aligning a sequence to
a profile (Figure 1.1D), or aligning two profiles (Figure 1.1C). Sequence–profile and
profile–profile alignment is analogous to pairwise alignment, except positions in the
alignment reflect the frequency distribution of characters at the sites (profiles) [25].
After the last alignment is completed at the root, the reconstructed MSA is returned.
The progressive alignment strategy is considered to be justified since alignments of
closer sequences will have less ambiguity.
Progressive alignment, however, suffers from two major problems stemming from
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the greedy algorithm described above: (1) Corrections cannot be made for mistakes
made early in the alignment process, and (2) it is difficult to choose correct sub-
stitution weight matrices and gap penalty values. Substitution weight matrix series
(such as the Point Accepted Mutation [19] series or BLOSUM [38] series matrices)
affect the alignment by encouraging the alignment of amino acids with similar prop-
erties (assigning positive values) and discouraging the alignment of amino acids that
have differing properties (assigning negative values). The specific substitution matrix
used when aligning two sequences should reflect the estimated evolutionary distance
between the sequences, since larger changes occur between more distant sequences.
Alignment methods often employ affine gap penalties. This means that there are
two penalty values: the gap-open penalty o and the gap-extension penalty e. The
affine gap penalty for a gap of length l is then o + (l − 1)e. This model is chosen
to favor fewer gaps with longer lengths. Small changes in the values of o and e can
have a high impact on the success of alignment methods. Additionally, the affine
gap penalty model does not account for the localization of gap placement, i.e., gaps
should be much more heavily penalized for occurring in important structural elements
than in regions of little structural constraint. Each alignment step in the progressive
alignment depends on the substitution and gap penalty parameters chosen to avoid
committing mistakes that will propagate up the guide tree.
All of the chosen methods solve problem (1) above by using the strategy of it-
eration. In these methods, the first progressive alignment is created, and the MSA
is returned. Errors made in the earlier progressive alignment procedure are fixed by
breaking the returned MSA into smaller subalignments based on a given criterion.
Each subalignment is re-aligned, and the full MSA is reconstructed by aligning the
subalignments. The number of times this iteration occurs is often left to the user
as a parameter. We present each alignment method, along with their progressive
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alignment and iteration strategies below.
ClustalW2.0: ClustalW2.0 [50] is among the original progressive alignment meth-
ods. ClustalW2.0 attempts to reduce the number of mistakes made early in the
alignment by dynamically changing the alignment parameters in a position- and
region-specific manner. For example, gap-opening penalties are reduced early in the
alignment within short stretches of hydrophilic residues, which are hypothesized to
be unstructured regions. Previous research observed that gaps tend not to be closer
than eight residues of existing gaps [65]. ClustalW2.0 utilized this observation by in-
creasing the gap-open penalties within eight residues of existing gaps. Gap-open and
-extension penalties are also changed based on a range of other considerations, such as
the similarity of sequences (upweighting gaps in very similar sequences, downweight-
ing for highly diverged sequences) and downweighting gap penalties in positions with
existing gaps. Dynamic changes are also employed in choosing substitution matrices.
The guide tree used with progressive alignment is a Neighbor-Joining (NJ) tree [74]
calculated based on the pairwise-distance matrix. ClustalW2.0 chooses substitution
matrices that most closely match the estimated divergence between sequences and
profiles for each step in the alignment guide tree. ClustalW2.0 also uses sequence-
weighting based on the distances in the guide tree, where the largest weight has a
value of 1.0. Groups of closely related sequences are given small weights since much of
the information contained in the sequences are duplicated, while highly divergent se-
quences with few relatives are given larger weights. Progressive alignment progresses
as above, but the score for each position in the alignment is multiplied by the weights.
Iteration is an option in version 2.0 and later, but is not done in default settings. It-
eration is performed by removing each sequence from the MSA and realigning it to
the MSA. This step is performed until either the alignment score does not improve
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or the maximum number of iterations has been reached.
MAFFT-L-INS-i: MAFFT-L-INS-i [47] calculates an initial pairwise distance us-
ing the Smith-Waterman pairwise alignment scores [81], and creates an unweighted
pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) guide tree. It then collects all
gap-free portions of each pairwise alignment, and assigns an importance value to each
segment as a function of the length of the sequence, the frequency with which the
aligned position participates in pairwise alignments, and the total alignment score
of the pairwise alignment. Internal nodes are represented as groups of sequences,
whose scores are calculated by scoring the pairwise positions of all sequences from
one group against all sequences from the other group, and tempering each contribu-
tion by the weighted sum of pairs (calculated as done in ClustalW2.0) assigned to
each pair of sequences. The iterative refinement phase recalculates the importance
values, and optimizes the alignment with the weighted sum of pairs score for group-to-
group alignment as proposed by [34] (a method similar to ClustalW2.0, which weights
sequence pairs based on their phylogenetic distances to compensate for biased contri-
butions of highly similar sequence pairs) and the recalculated importance values as
the objective function.
Muscle3.7: Muscle3.7 [24] builds alignments in multiple steps. In the first step, an
UPGMA tree is reconstructed from the distance matrix created by calculating the
fractional number of shared contiguous subsequences of length k (kmers) between,
based on a reduced alphabet, i.e., a smaller alphabet created by grouping amino acids
with similar properties. Progressive alignment of sequences is performed using this
tree. Using the returned MSA, a second UPGMA tree is reconstructed based on the
distances between the aligned pairs of sequences, using Kimura’s distance correction
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for multiple substitutions at a single site distance measure [49]. A second progressive
alignment is done using this tree. Iterative refinement is done by partitioning the guide
tree into two subtrees by removing an edge from the guide tree, and reconstructing
profile alignments for each subtree. These two profiles are realigned, at which time
the sum of pairs score (SPS, described in Section 1.1.2.1) is calculated. If the SPS
is improved over the current alignment, the new alignment is saved, otherwise it is
deleted. Further iterations are performed by partitioning the guide tree by deleting
a different edge from the second UPGMA guide tree, and repeating the process.
ProbCons: ProbCons [20] is a consistency-based alignment program that consists
of five alignment steps. (1) It computes the match quality scores in a matrix of
posterior probabilities that particular positions in each pair of sequences will align
in the unknown “true” biological alignment. (2) Expected accuracies are computed
by performing a variant of the Needleman-Wunsch [58] pairwise alignment where gap
penalties are zero and match/mismatch scores are given by the posterior probabilities
calculated in step 1. (3) The match quality scores are re-estimated by incorporating
the similarities of a pair of sequences to a third sequence in the sequence set (Prob-
abilistic Consistency). (4) The guide tree is reconstructed using UPGMA where the
distance matrix is defined by the expected accuracies of alignments between sequences
(as calculated in step 2), rather than the evolutionary distance between sequences.
This distinction places importance on generating reliably aligned sequences early,
rather than aligning evolutionary closer sequences, in the multiple alignment phase.
(5) Progressive alignment is done based on the guide tree. The focus of the alignment
step is maximizing the alignment score, where the score assigned to each match is
from the transformed match quality scores calculated in step 3. As such, gap penalties
are again set to zero. The iterative refinement procedure incorporated in ProbCons
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is to randomly partition the sequences in the existing multiple alignment into two
groups, and performing the progressive alignment procedure (step 5) to realign the
two projected alignments.
MAFFT-L-INS-i, ProbCons, and Muscle3.7, are state-of-the-art MSA methods,
and despite their differences, perform competitively in studies comparing their accu-
racy. ClustalW2.0, however, is often outperformed by these methods, yet it remains
the most popular MSA method by far in phylogenetic studies [57]. Figure 1.2 is
an example of how the MSA reconstruction methods affect the resulting MSA. The
alignments, which reflect the true insertion and deletion histories, are displayed on
top. Below this alignment are the MSAs reconstructed by each of the four MSA
methods discussed above. Note that each of the MSA methods overfit the alignments
by shrinking multiple gaps into long, non-gapped segments.
1.1.2 Benchmarking Multiple Sequence Alignments
Evaluation of MSA methods requires two components: a metric that measures how
well a reconstructed MSA matches a given benchmark, and a benchmark dataset that
is the “gold standard,” with known correct alignments.
1.1.2.1 Scoring Multiple Sequence Alignment Accuracy
Accuracies of MSAs are scored based on the ability to correctly identify the positional
accuracy of (1) pairs, (2) columns, or (3) structurally-related characters between
sequences as represented in the benchmark datasets.
The pair-based methods of MSA accuracy assessment come in three flavors: the








Figure 1.2: Examples of the true MSA compared to the MSA reconstructed by
ClustalW2.0, MAFFT, Muscle3.7, and ProbCons. Each black pixel represents a char-
acter in the sequences and each white pixel is a gap in the alignment (the result of an
insertion or deletion). The true MSA was generated using indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0
(iSGv2.0) [86]. The parameters used to simulate sequences are as follows: 16 taxa,
root-to-tip tree length of 0.75 substitutions per site, Pins = Pdel = 0.1, indel length
of 5 characters. The guide trees used for the simulation are shown at the top (A:
balanced, B: pectinate). iSGv2.0 is described in Chapter 3.
SPS is defined as the percentage of correctly aligned character pairs. The shift score is
similar to the SPS, except it assigns positive scores to close misses, e.g., one-off errors,
and assigns a negative score to far misses, e.g., pairs that misaligned (shifted) by a
certain number of characters. The fM score is defined as the percentage of correctly
aligned pairs divided by the total number of aligned pairs in the reconstructed MSA.
There is only one column-based method, the total column score (TC), defined as the
percentage of correctly aligned columns of the MSA.
Structural-base scoring methods, such as the Structural Alignment of Multiple
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Proteins (STAMP) [73], iRMSD [3], and APDB [62] scores, require the structural data
for the aligned sequences. Such information is available only for well-characterized
sequences, and as such, is a very fine-grained measure of alignment accuracy. As our
research is predominantly associated with very distantly related sequences, we are
unable to use such metrics.
The above MSA scoring methods also tend to ignore a potentially valuable source
of information for very distantly related sequence sets, the insertions and deletions
(indels) in the MSA.
1.1.2.2 Benchmark Datasets
In order to introduce a new MSA method, a comparative analysis of the new method
must be performed to show its superior performance versus existing methods. Prior
to 1999, a common practice was to choose a small number of datasets that exhibited
the features that showcased a method’s strengths versus competing methods, while
concealing the method’s weaknesses [10]. These subjective test cases allowed devel-
opers to carefully choose the dataset and parameter combinations that would give
their method the superior performance.
Since then, multiple objective benchmarks have been introduced: BAliBASE [93,
92], OXBench [68], PREFAB [24], IRMbase [88], and SABmark [98]. Although some
structural databases have been used as MSA benchmarks, such as the Structural Clas-
sification of Proteins (SCOP) [41], the Homologous Structure Alignment Database
(HOMSTRAD) [55], the Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (SMART) [76],
they are not organized as a benchmark suite, and therefore cannot be considered
objective, as MSA method developers can choose the set of structures that best fit
their methodologies.
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BAliBASE: Benchmark Alignment dataBASE (BAliBASE) version 3.0 [92] is the
most popular MSA benchmarking suite. It provides datasets that are based on both
full-length sequences and on “core blocks.” Core blocks are discovered by extracting
secondary structures, such as α-helices and β-strands, from the structural super-
positions of sequences in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [9]. Full-length sequences
(sequences including unalignable regions) are provided to allow for more difficult
alignment problems. BAliBASE contains 218 benchmark datasets subdivided into
five reference sets, as follows: Reference 1 contains equi-distant sequences, Refer-
ence 2 are family alignments with one highly divergent “orphan” sequence added,
Reference 3 are alignments of diverged subfamilies, where between-subfamily residue
identity is < 25%, Reference 4 are sequences with long N- and C-terminal extensions,
and Reference 5 are sequences with long internal insertions. BAliBASE version 2.0
and later added three more reference alignments, References 6–8. Reference 6 are
alignments of 12 families with repeated regions, Reference 7 are alignments of nine
transmembrane protein families, where transmembrane regions are defined as the core
blocks, and Reference 8 are alignments of five families for which the domain order
has been permutated. Accuracy assessment is done using SPS and TC scores. As-
sessment of alignment accuracy on full-length sequences reports only the accuracy of
the aligned core blocks.
PREFAB: The Protein REFerence Alignment Benchmark (PREFAB) [24] bench-
marks reduces the time and work necessary to create benchmark alignments by using
a pair of sequences as the benchmark. The pair of sequences are aligned using the
structural alignment methods CE [77] and SOFI [11], annotating only those sequence
pairs upon which they agreed. In order to make the multiple alignment, each se-
quence was used as a query in PSI-BLAST [2], from which up to 25 of the returned
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sequences were extracted and added to the pool of sequences to be used for the bench-
mark dataset. Finally, assessment of MSA reconstruction accuracy is performed by
comparing pairwise accuracies of alignment, using the Q score, against the annotated
regions of the original two sequences. The final PREFAB version 4.0 benchmark
dataset contains 1681 alignments.
SABmark: The Sequence Alignment Benchmark (SABmark) [98] version 1.65 is
separated into two categories based on sequence identity of the benchmark sequences:
TWILIGHT, which contains 209 sequence groups displaying very low (0–25%) between-
sequence identities, and SUPERFAMILY, which contains 425 sequence groups with
low to intermediate (0–50%) between-sequence identities. SABmark also covers the
known fold-space, i.e., the range of possible three-dimensional structure folds for
proteins, by choosing high quality structures from the Structural Classification of
Proteins (SCOP) [41] database. As in PREFAB, a pair of sequences is used for as-
sessment, based on their structural annotations from CE and SOFI. SABmark selects
up to 25 additional sequences for each pair from the SCOP database to make the final
benchmark dataset. Assessment of MSA accuracy is performed using the Q and fM
scores. Unlike PREFAB, SABmark does not discard regions of the structural align-
ments that do not agree between CE and SOFI. As a result, MSA methods cannot
obtain a perfect score for many of the benchmark datasets.
OXBench: OXBench [68] draws reference sequences from the 3Dee database of
structural domains [78], creating reference alignments using the multiple structure
alignment program STAMP [73]. STAMP returns a measure of reliability for each
structurally aligned position. Similar structural domains are heirarchically organized
based on the inferred global structural similarity between pairs or groups of proteins
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(Sc score) returned by STAMP. OXBench consists of a total of 218 sequence families,
organized into three datasets: the Master dataset, Extended dataset, and Full-length
dataset.
The Master dataset: The Master dataset breaks down the 218 sequence fam-
ilies into subfamilies by clustering each pair of sequences based on their pairwise-
identity between structural domains, using pairwise identity cutoffs of 60, 40, 30, 20,
10, and 5%, where the pairwise-identity cutoffs are defined upon the most dissim-
ilar sequences in the cluster. This created an additional 391 sequence subfamilies,
whose structural alignments were again optimized by STAMP. Finally, additional se-
quence subfamilies were created using a similar technique, where the clustering was
performed using six cutoffs of the Sc score. Removing identical subfamilies left a total
of 672 benchmark datasets, containing anywhere from two to 122 sequences in each
dataset. The Master dataset is further broken into sub-datasets: (1) set of pairwise
families, containing families with only two members, (2) set of multiple families, con-
taining more than two members, (3) set of small families, which consists of families
containing eight or fewer structural domains, and (4) test and training sets, a two-fold
separation of the Master dataset.
The Extended dataset: The Master dataset contains only sequences with
known structure. The Extended dataset adds more sequences to each of the 672
alignment problems by extracting sequences with unknown structure that are clearly
similar to each family from the SWALL [39] sequence database.
The Full-length dataset: In contrast to the Master and Extended datasets,
which contain only the structural domains, the Full-length dataset contains the full-
length proteins sequences obtained from SWISS-PROT database [6]. Only 605 se-
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quence families are in the Full-length dataset, as it was not possible to identify full-
length sequences for the domain sequences of 67 families of the Master dataset.
Assessment of MSA method performance is done in three ways: comparing align-
ment reconstruction to the reference alignment for (1) the entire length of the align-
ment and (2) regions with high Sc values, called Structurally Conserved Regions
(SCRs, no relation to the SCRs in the following Section), and (3) calculating the root
mean square deviation and Sc scores of the structural superposition implied by the
alignment.
IRMBASE: The Implanted Rose Motifs Base (IRMBASE) [88] benchmark is the
only commonly used benchmark based on simulated sequences. IRMBASE uses the
Random Model of Sequence Evolution (ROSE) [85] to simulate substitution, inser-
tion, and deletion processes acting on a single ancestral sequence to produce related
descendant sequences, called motifs, along with the “true” MSA of the motifs. These
sequences are then embedded into randomly generated, unrelated sequences, to create
sets of artificial proteins. IRMBASE contains three reference datasets named ref1,
ref2, and ref3. Reference sets contain 60 test sets. Test sets differ in the number of
motifs and length of the random sequence added, i.e., embedding one, two, and three
motifs into random sequences of length 400, 500, and 500 for ref1, ref2, and ref3,
respectively. The structure of the 60 reference test sets remains the same, however:
30 test sets contain ROSE motifs of length 30, and 30 contain ROSE motifs of length
60, and 20 contain MSAs with four sequences, 20 contain MSAs with eight sequences,
and 20 contain MSAs with 16 sequences). IRMBASE uses the SPS and TC scores
in order to test MSA accuracy. Unlike the other benchmark datasets, which test the
accuracy of aligning sequences globally, IRMBASE is designed to test alignment ac-
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curacies locally, i.e., aligning only the embedded ROSE motifs rather than the entire
sequence.
1.1.2.3 Benchmark Dataset Issues
Multiple issues in benchmarking remain unaddressed. Benchmark datasets that are
based on sequence simulations are biologically unrealistic [51, 88], since they do not
represent the complex protein sequence heterogeneity and interrelationships between
different sequence regions and the structure or function of such regions. Hand-curated
and structure-based benchmarks based on real sequences [68, 24, 92, 98] have multiple
limitations, such as small dataset size, ambiguous positional homology, unknown
indel histories, and redundant test cases, among others [60]. The most commonly
used benchmark database, BAliBASE v.3.0 [92], is additionally hampered by the
non-independence between datasets [22], i.e., the same sequence is used in multiple
datasets. Finally, the benchmark alignments cannot be used for testing phylogenetic
methods, since the evolutionary history among the sequences is unknown.
1.2 Protein Family
1.2.1 Protein Structures
Most biological processes necessary for life are carried out by proteins, through cat-
alyzing reactions, molecular transport, cellular signalling, and so on. Protein struc-
ture often relates to the protein function. The primary structure of a protein is the
sequence of amino acids. Sites that confer function to the protein can often be pin-
pointed by comparing the primary structures since they are well-conserved between
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members of the protein family. These regions of related proteins are tightly con-
strained because the function of the protein depends on its specific positions having
amino acids with specific properties. The subsequences that confer the function are
also often length-dependent, and have low tolerance of subsequence length changes,
e.g., the CXXC motif in Thoiredoxin-fold proteins [16]. Because of their conserva-
tion, many of the functional subsequences have been characterized in the form of a
regular expression, as in the Prosite database [79] (an example regular expressions
can be seen in Figure 3.6, SCR1 and SCR2). Another important category of struc-
tures are secondary structures, which are the folding units of subsequences such as
α-helices and β-strands, whose folding structures distinguish them from flexible re-
gions, commonly called random coils. Secondary structures are important in shaping
the larger three-dimensional structure of the protein, and evolve under different evo-
lutionary pressures in order to preserve their structures: On conserved regions, fewer
and shorter insertions and deletions are found and amino acid substitution rates are
lower. Additionally, secondary structures have different amino acid frequencies [17],
which are additionally affected by where the sequence will reside in the cell, for ex-
ample, transmembrane regions contain a higher proportion of hydrophobic amino
acids [59].
1.2.2 Protein Families Used in this Study
A protein family is a set of proteins derived from a common ancestral sequence, that
share similar structures and functions, and often share high sequence similarity. For
developing the simulation methods for Chapters 2 and 3, we will use two example
protein families, the G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) class A family and the
lipocalin superfamily, which is a subordinate of the calycin superfamily.
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Figure 1.3: The canonical structure of a GPCR sequence. Image from [56].
1.2.2.1 Class A G Protein-Coupled Receptors
The GPCR superfamily includes many proteins that are medically important. As
many as 50% of pharmaceuticals act on GPCRs. The GPCR superfamily is char-
acterized by seven transmembrane α-helical regions (green cylinders in Figure 1.3),
four each of cytosolic and extracellular regions, with the N-terminal starting in the
extracellular region. A canonical GPCR is illustrated in Figure 1.3. Each region
(extracellular, transmembrane, and cytosolic) is constrained by different evolution-
ary pressures, such as amino acid frequencies and ability to accept indels. These
constraints make the GPCR family an ideal candidate for simulating heterogeneous
sequence evolution. Class A, or rhodopsin-like, are the most diverged class of GPCR,
divided into 19 subfamilies [45].
1.2.2.2 Calycin/Lipocalin Superfamily
In the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) database [13], calycins belong
to the “all-beta proteins” class. The calycin superfamily consists of a number of
β-barrel protein families, such as the lipocalins, avidins, and metalloproteinase in-
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hibitors (MPIs), as shown in Figure 1.4. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, the lipocalin
family proteins have three structurally conserved regions (SCRs 1, 2 and 3) [29].
Lipocalins are divided into two groups: kernel lipocalins, which contain all three
SCRs, and outlier lipocalins, which contain at least one SCR. The avidin family con-
tains a motif different from the lipocalins, while the MPIs have no motif recorded.
The lineage-specific motifs make the calycin superfamily an ideal candidate to model
motif conservation and lineage-specific simulation, while the eight β-barrels of the
lipocalins are a good candidate to simulate heterogeneous sequence evolution.
1.3 Sequence Simulation
The goal of simulating sequence evolution is to realistically portray the evolution-
ary tension between (1) processes that change a biological sequence through point
mutations, insertion/deletion (indel), as well as more dynamic chromosomal rear-
rangement, and (2) functional constraints that restrict such changes. The tension
between these processes form the patterns that we see in extant homologous biologi-
cal sequences.
1.3.1 Sequence Simulation Input
Biological sequences, as mentioned above, are not static entities. As time passes,
these sequences evolve through changes in nucleotide bases or insertions and dele-
tions of sequences, which can be inferred from extant sequences. Such changes can be
mapped onto a bifurcating tree, a phylogenetic tree, that represents the evolutionary
relationships of the extant sequences. From these evolutionary patterns, hypothe-
ses of historical events can be tested, e.g., the timing of events that cause genetic
isolation such as geographical separation [42]. Each bifurcation of the phylogenetic
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Figure 1.4: The calycin superfamily tree. Calycins are a superfamily of soluble, an-
tiparallel β-barrel protein subfamilies. The β-barrel conformation is such that each
β-strand interacts with its immediate neighboring strands with respect to primary
sequences, with the exception of the interacting first and last β-strands. The mem-
bers of the Calycin superfamily are the fatty-acid binding proteins (FABPs), avidins,
metalloproteinase inhibitors (MPIs), triabins, and the lipocalins. The lipocalins are
also a superfamily of proteins that consist of two subfamilies, the kernel lipocalins and
the outlier lipocalins. The structure of each family is represented by a cartoon, where
the triangles represent β-strands (triangle direction represents the direction of the se-
quence, from N- to C-terminus), circles representing α-helices, and lines representing
random coil regions. Image from [29].
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Figure 1.5: The canonical structure of a lipocalin protein. Eight β-strands (A–H)
make up the barrel region of the lipocalin, with three structurally conserved re-
gions (SCR1–SCR3) imparting specific functions to the lipocalin members. Kernel
lipocalins contain all three SCRs, while outlier lipocalins contain either 1 or 2 of the
SCRs. Image from [29].
tree is the inference of such genetic isolation between sibling populations. In order to
mimic such evolutionary events, sequence simulation methods require: (1) the phy-
logenetic tree, and (2) the models of sequence evolution, including substitution and
insertion/deletion (indel) parameters.
Phylogenetic trees are made up of two components: (1) the topology of the tree,
i.e., the branching pattern, and (2) branch lengths, with the length corresponding
to some evolutionary metric, in the case of simulation methodology, the number of
substitutions per site of the sequence that is evolving along the branch. Two extreme
examples of topologies are balanced trees and pectinate trees shown in Figure 1.6.
A tree is balanced if the descendant subtrees are equivalent for any branching point,
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(A) (B)
Figure 1.6: Two examples of bifurcating trees: (A) the balanced tree, and (B) the
pectinate tree.
whereas a tree is pectinate if one descendant subtree consists of the a single descendant
sequence for any branching point. The branching patterns of any random phylogeny
will fall in between these two extremes. Phylogenetic trees are necessary to simulate
sequence evolution. In the simulation framework, such trees are called simulation
guide trees.
The simulation of evolutionary processes are additionally guided by components
that describe how sequences evolve. One component is the model of substitution
processes, shown as ΘT in Figure 1.7. Substitutions are based on models of continuous
substitution evolution processes: e.g., JTT [44], PAM [19], or BLOSUM [38] for
proteins, and HKY [37] or GTR [104] for nucleotides, in addition to the equilibrium
character frequencies. Modeling site-specific substitution parameters (site rates, e.g.,
rates distributed among sites according to the Gamma distribution [103], and percent
invariable sites) can also be specified, although such specification is optional. The
second component to sequence evolution specification is indel specifications, shown
as ΛT in Figure 1.7. The probability of creating an insertion or deletion is usually
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Figure 1.7: A comparison of the basic simulation paradigm and more realistic bio-
logical sequence evolution. (A) Substitution (Θ) and indel (Λ) parameters used for
simulation methods. (B) The basic simulation paradigm. Given a root sequence and a
global set of substitution and indel parameters (ΘG and ΛG, respectively), simulation
proceeds by applying changes in a Monte Carlo manner over all sequence positions,
following the guide tree and ending with a set of sequences, which are called as op-
erational taxonomic units (OTUs). (C) More realistic biological sequence evolution.
Starting with a root sequence and an initial level of substitution and indel parame-
ters (ΘG and ΛG, respectively), evolution at sites may become constrained by gaining
a functional motif (the gray box shown in the gray lineage), and the substitution
and indel parameters may be changed (ΘL and ΛL), or the initial parameters are
maintained without gaining any functional motif as shown with OTUX .
e.g., an insertion probability of 0.02 specifies that one insertion is expected to occur
for every 50 substitutions. Besides the probability of an insertion or deletion occuring,
simulation methods require the input of the maximum allowable size of an indel, and
the expected distribution of indel lengths.
1.3.2 Simulation Method Background
The first generation of simulation methods, for example, evolver [105] and the sim-
ulator in Molphy [1], has mostly focused on reconstructing substitution events (for
both nucleotides and amino acids) over entire sequences. These methods cannot ac-
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commodate the numerous evolutionary forces that act upon, e.g., functional domains
found in families of proteins. These domains frequently, but not always, coincide
with structural domains and are connected together by sequence regions that have
fewer constraints. Conservation of these domain regions often imposes different evo-
lutionary constraints, including different evolutionary parameters (e.g., amino acid
frequencies and substitution rates) and indel parameterizations (e.g., maximum indel
size, length distribution, and probability of opening an indel). Examples of these
regions are the GPCR transmembrane region, in which hydrophobic amino acids are
overrepresented, along with lengths constrained to be between 17–24 amino acids.
Smaller functional units, or motifs, may require other specific models, such as invari-
ability of amino acid positions and prevention of indel events within the motif, e.g.,
the structurally conserved regions of the lipocalin family. Seq-Gen [69] introduced
substructures that are allowed to have different lengths and evolve along different
evolutionary trees. However, indels are still unaccounted for. One cannot change
evolutionary pressures acting upon the substructures, such as differing substitution
models and motif conservation, either.
Indels are a necessary component when portraying sequence evolution. However,
their addition in sequence simulation poses a number of problems. One set of problems
relates to the indel creation itself, that is, where to and where not to place indels,
the distribution of indel lengths, and how to generate inserted sequences. The first
program incorporating indel events simulation is the Random Model of Sequence
Evolution (ROSE) [85]. ROSE implements indel events using a simple, strict model;
indels occur linearly as a function of the substitution rate and with a user-defined
length distribution. The sequence inserted is a random sequence based on the given
amino acid frequencies. Empirical indel models whose indel probabilities are nonlinear
with respect to evolutionary distance, such as those described by Benner et al. [8] and
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Chang and Benner [15], cannot be utilized in ROSE. User input parameters are also
global across the entire sequence, not allowing for domain-specific parameterizations.
ROSE also extended the Gamma distribution, a distribution that is used to explain
the rates in which sites accept substitutions [106], to encompass indel constraints as
well. If the Gamma rate is below a certain threshold, it forbids an indel to occur in the
region. At the end of a simulation run, ROSE returns the “true” MSA that reflects the
true evolutionary path of the sequences. The utility of true MSAs in indel-producing
methods is that it can be used to test the accuracy of multiple sequence alignment
methods and various hypotheses [84, 51, 88]. Despite these advances, ROSE does not
simulate known evolutionary pressures that act upon biological sequences, such as
domain- and motif-specific constraints.
To improve the realism of simulated sequences over ROSE, two areas must be
addressed: lineage- and site-specific sequence conservation and indel processes. The
DNA With Gaps (DAWG) [14] program, which simulates non-coding DNA evolu-
tion, introduced indels based on an exponential time distribution that determines
the waiting time until the next indel event. The waiting time is calculated based
on the indel probability as a function of sequence size. DAWG adjusts the sequence
length after each indel event. DAWG also incorporated an indel length distribution
that follows the empirically derived power law distribution of Chang and Benner [15].
The MySSP program simulates non-coding DNA, and chooses indel lengths in a
normally distributed fashion centered around a user-input mean length [71]. A pa-
rameterized model was introduced in the program SIMPROT, which employs another
empirically determined indel length model, the Qian-Goldstein distribution [67], and
simulates a continuous indel model by correcting for multiple indels in the same posi-
tion based on the starting branch length [64]. The EvolveAGene3 program simulates
coding sequences with indel frequencies as empirically observed in Escherichia coli
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evolution [36]. The recently introduced GSIMULATOR package directly estimates
parameters by training the simulator on a set of pairwise alignments, and using the
estimated parameters to perform the simulations [99, 12]. Consequently, users cannot
directly set indel parameters in GSIMULATOR.
Lineage- and site-specific conservation as well as heterogeneous evolution are
needed to improve the realism of sequence evolution simulators. Homogeneous se-
quence evolution, as illustrated in Figure 1.7B, is prevalent in many simulation meth-
ods, including EvolveAGene3 [36] and DAWG [14]. Richer representations allow
heterogeneous evolution among sequence partitions, where each partition can be de-
fined by a different set of substitution and indel parameters (e.g., Figure 1.7C, gray
lineage). SIMPROT [64] includes such partition-wise simulation. For site-specific
conservation, the current state of the art is found in ROSE, implemented by disallow-
ing sites and subsequences from accepting indels. Site-specific substitution processes,
however, are constrained to be either completely invariable or mutable to any other
character. Thus, functional constraints on substitution patterns within the conserved
region cannot be simulated, although functional regions often depend on the prop-
erties of the residues within the regions to maintain their functions. This inability
to conserve residue sets in the sequences affects the ability to simulate highly di-
verged superfamily-level evolution. Lineage-specific evolution is represented only by
MySSP [71], which allows users to set substitution and indel parameters on each
branch of the input guide tree. The functionalities of these simulation methods are
summarized in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: A comparison of sequence simulation methods.
ROSE DAWG MySSP SIMPROT v1.03 iSGv1.0 EvolveAGene3 iSGv2.0
Data simulated:
Non-coding DNA Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Coding DNA No No No No No Yes a Yes
Protein Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes
Indel treatment:
Continuous Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Dynamic length
adjustment
No Yes No No No No Yes
Event tracking No No No No No No Yes
Pins, Pdel independent Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Insertion/deletion placement treated differently No No No No No No Yes
Empirical length distributionb No CB04 No CB04,QG01 CB04 E. coli CB04
Overlapping indels Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Heterogeneous evolution (partitions)
Gamma distribution No Yes No No No No Yes
Invariable site proportion No No No Yes Yes No Yes
Indel probabilities No No No Yes Yes No Yes
Lineage treatment & Functional constraints
Lineage options:
Parameter changing No No Yes No No No Yes
Pseudogene simulation No No No No No No Yes
Indel modeling:
Indel depends on Nins, Ndel No No No No No No Yes
Motif conservation:
Lineage-specific No No No No No No Yes
Length-specific Yes No No No Yes No Yes
Site-specific No No No No No No Yes
a EvolveAGene3 can output amino acid sequences. However, simulation is done only at the DNA level. The amino acid sequence outputs
are translations of the resulting DNA sequences.
b CB04: Zipfian distribution [15], QG01: Qian-Goldstein distribution [67].
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Limitations of biological realism with simulated sequences is the primary reason
MSA methods continue to be evaluated on the hand-curated and structural bench-
marks, despite the issues involved with them. Therein lies the primary reason we
develop sequence simulation methods. Minor improvements to the limitations of
benchmark datasets can be made with more information, such as the addition of more
datasets and larger sequence alignments, whereas major improvements can be made
to simulation methods by incorporating more realistic models. In curated bench-
marks, the true evolutionary history can never be known. In simulated datasets the
evolutionary history is always known. The disadvantage of simulated datasets, the
lack of realism can be improved. In Chapter 2, we introduce indel-Seq-Gen version
1.0 (iSGv1.0), which introduces heterogeneous protein sequence evolution, insertion
and deletion events, and subsequence length conservation. In Chapter 3, we fur-
ther improve sequence simulation by correcting a flaw present in the indel models
of many simulation methods. We improve sequence simulation realism further by
incorporating lineage- and site-specific conservation models, improving motif conser-
vation through the introduction of regular expression conservation, and incorporating
nucleotide simulation.
1.4 Performance Analysis Concepts Used
Before introducing our method for incorporating indels into MSA informativeness
measures, we first introduce some fundamental concepts of performance analysis,
often used in machine learning, whose metrics we modify to incorporate into our
method.
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1.4.1 Sensitivity and Specificity
Sensitivity and specificity are statistical variables that measure the performance of
binary classifiers, i.e., classifiers that make predictions for only two classes. Sensitivity
(Sn) measures the proportion of predicted positives in a classification example that





where TP is the number of true positives and FN is the number of false negatives.
Using sensitivity alone, a classification method will be perfectly sensitive simply by
predicting all examples as true. Specificity (Sp) is used to rule out such predictors, as





where TN is the number of true negatives, and FP is the number of false positives.
1.4.2 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphical plot of the false
positive rate (or 1 − specificity) and true positive rate (or sensitivity) for a binary
classifier [82]. Discrete classifiers, such as decision trees, produce only a point in
the ROC space (Figure 1.8, classifier D). Other classifiers, such as neural networks
and Support Vector Machines (SVMs), assign a numeric value associated with the
confidence that an instance belongs to the predicted class. Such classifiers can be
converted into a discrete binary classifier when a threshold is applied. In such cases,
any instance in which the confidence is above the threshold will be assiged to one
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Figure 1.8: An example of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for five
binary classifiers. Classifier D is a discrete classifier, producing only a single point in
the ROC space. Conversely, classifiers A, B, C, and E rank test examples by assigning
a probability, a numeric value that represents the confidence that a particular instance
belongs to the predicted class.
(negatives). Since each threshold will produce a different value in ROC space, varying
the threshold from the highest value to the lowest value will induce a curve in ROC
space (Figure 1.8, classifiers A, B, C, and E). In order to judge the goodness of the
classifier, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is calculated. The worst possible
performance of a classifer is achieved by an AUC value of 0.5 (Figure 1.8, classifier
E). Such a case is the equivalent of random guessing, i.e., the expected outcome of
a classifier with no information about the data being classified. The best case for a
classifier is an AUC value of 1 (Figure 1.8, classifier A), i.e., correctly predicting all
true positive values, while also correctly identifying the true negatives.
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1.5 Incorporating Indel Information in MSA
Building a MSA is done by aligning the nucleotides or amino acids, hereafter referred
to as characters, in columns based on their similarity. Gaps, which represent the in-
sertion or deletion (indels) of one or more characters of the sequence, are inserted to
align the characters in columns. The assumption of many MSA methods is that sub-
stitutions provide adequate information for inferring the evolutionary relationships
(homology) in any or all biological sequence sets. As such, MSA objective functions
tend to minimize the number of indel events in an alignment under the assumption
that the most parsimonious explanation of indel histories is achieved by minimizing
the number of unique indel events. For highly diverged datasets that contain a large
number of indels, however, this strategy combines small, spread out gaps into fewer
but larger gaps during MSA inference, as shown in a study by Golubchik et al. [32].
This process of minimizing the number of gaps in the alignment creates “gap mag-
nets” [54], i.e., large gaps in the alignment created by the magnet-like attraction of
small gaps towards gap-rich regions. Since secondary analyses, such as phylogenetic
reconstruction, often ignore gaps in their inference, one may be inclined to favor
MSA methods that create gap magnets – they are visually appealing and look right.
Gap magnets, however, overrepresent character similarity by overfitting the sequence
data. Such overfitting introduces noise into later analyses (e.g., phylogenetic recon-
struction). The effects of removing noisy data has lead to studies such as Talavera and
Castresana [90], which remove ambiguously aligned blocks (blocks with many gaps;
noisy regions) to improve the inference of phylogenies from MSAs. Such techniques
are not yet well-understood. For example, Liu et al. [53] performed a phylogenetic
study using non-coding DNA for large-scale phylogenetic reconstruction. In their
study, removing ambiguous regions not only did not improve the reconstructions, but
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often degraded the phylogenetic inferences.
Ideally, homologies of both characters and indels should be used in secondary anal-
yses. Particularly, the rarity of indels can provide unique information for large-scale
evolutionary relationships for highly divergent taxa, where character substitutions
are dense, resulting in many homoplasies (convergent evolution, i.e., acquiring the
same character state through differing evolutionary paths). Using indel information
is a very difficult issue, however, as it requires MSAs to provide accurate positional
inferrence of indels. The ability of MSA methods to accurately place indels has not
been studied. To do so, we require a benchmark dataset to test MSA method perfor-
mance that is not limited by unknown character homologies or unknown phylogenetic
relationships. In practice, a computer-generated alignment is rarely used as it is, but
rather it is adjusted by shifting characters to get them aligned to represent their as-
sumed homologies. This manual adjustment process causes gaps to be moved from
one site to another. It is not applicable to the regions where homologous relation-
ships among characters are not clear, and often such adjustments are done arbitrarily.
As Morrison [57] pointed out, judging the efficacy of MSA methods has not been a
strong motivation to switch MSA methods when phylogenetic analysis is done. Morri-
son comprehensively surveyed phylogenetics literature from 2007–2009 to understand
how the MSAs were generated. Over 50% of the initial alignments were generated
with ClustalW2.0 [50], an alignment method that has been shown to compare unfavor-
ably to more recent alignment methods [24, 88, 20, 61]. The Sum of Pairs and Total
Column character scoring methods were used in these comparative studies of MSAs.
In Chapter 4, we compare the gap profile scoring method against commonly used
scoring schemes based on character homologies: the sum of pairs, total column, shift,
and fM [75] scores. We compare four MSA methods: ClustalW2.0 [94], MAFFT [48],
Muscle3.7 [24], and ProbCons [20]. Finally, we assess how well “good” alignments
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(with respect to MSA quality scores) affect secondary analyses by comparing the
accuracy of the phylogenetic trees inferred from the alignments.
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Chapter 2
indel-Seq-Gen version 1.0: Protein
Family Simulator Incorporating
Domains, Motifs, and Indels
indel-Seq-Gen version 1.0 (iSGv1.0) [87] is our new method of generating realistic
protein families, accomplished through the introduction of multiple models of indel
evolution and the ability to parameterize and simulate heterogeneous domains. It
provides a simple and biologically realistic method of modeling a protein family. It
allows the use of multiple related root sequences, instead of a single static root se-
quence or multiple random sequences, to generate a realistic large sequence space.
This is useful for evaluating, for example, protein classification methods. We show
that when compared with other methods, our method could generate divergent pro-
tein sequences without destroying important functional properties, whereas providing
a clean and concise method of model creation. iSGv1.0 also addresses functional sub-
sequence conservation for indels using a novel quaternary invariable array.
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2.1 Method
2.1.1 Protein Sequence Evolution
As the name implies, we use Seq-Gen (Version 1.3.2) from Rambaut and Grassly [69]
as the substitution evolution engine. The current Seq-Gen incorporates both nu-
cleotide and amino acid sequence simulation and succeeded the original protein se-
quence generator PSeq-Gen [35]. The reason for using Seq-Gen as the core engine is
threefold: 1) We found no reason to reinvent a method that evolves sequences with
substitutions as many methods already exist [1, 69, 105, 85, 64], 2) Seq-Gen has been
widely used in simulation studies, and 3) the setup used in Seq-Gen is a good fit to
iSGv1.0s family-modeling system. Our approach adds new capabilities to Seq-Gen as
described below.
2.1.2 Protein Family Creation
Protein families are often characterized by their structural and functional components,
domains, and motifs. The heterogeneity in evolutionary rates caused by domains and
motifs is often modeled with continuous or discrete gamma rate distributions (e.g.,
[103, 105, 1]). However, if the functional regions are well known and the user wishes
to simulate a sequence family that reflects such characteristics, it is better to provide
region- or site-specific constraints and evolutionary models, rather than to allow the
simulator to randomly select conserved sites. For example, a transmembrane region
should not be guided by the same substitution model as a hydrophilic coil region.
Neither should a sequence motif occurring in a loop region be changed at the same
rate as the surrounding region. Highly diverged families such as the G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs) also accumulate indel events throughout their evolution without
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destroying their functional units. Our strategy for simulating protein family evolution
is through 1) the introduction of domain units and 2) the introduction of invariable
sites, motifs.
2.1.2.1 Motif Conservation
The conservation of essential motifs in sequence generation can be accomplished by
disallowing substitution events within the motifs. Invariable sites are introduced for
this purpose. However, when indels are incorporated, the conservation of length-
sensitive motifs becomes a problem. For example, ROSE allows for the preservation
of motifs by joining the gamma-distribution rates and invariable sites into a mutation
probability vector, which we call the I + γ array. Each site in the I + γ array
specifies the substitution rate for the corresponding amino acid site. If the rate is
0.0, then the site is invariable. If the rate is less than 1.0, the site is not allowed to
have any indel. Tying indels to the relative substitution frequencies is a drawback
in this representation because it cannot represent low frequency indels in regions
that have high substitution rates, such as transmembrane regions. Neither can it
represent highly variable sites in length-based motifs that depend on the distance
between particular amino acids, such as the CXXC motif. When shorter or longer,
this motif loses its propensity for creating the disulfide bridges that are essential for
thioredoxin-fold proteins [16].
To rectify these issues, we created a new representation of invariable arrays with 4
classes of invariable sites: 0, no constraint; 1, invariable, 2, no indel; and 3, invariable
and no indel. “Invariable” sites can have no substitution, but insertions are allowed
between consecutive invariable sites. “No-indel” sites refer to the position in which
indels are not allowed but substitutions are. “Invariable and no-indel” sites allow
neither substitution nor indel to occur. Neither an insertion nor a deletion can exist
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between 2 consecutive “no-indel” positions (positions represented as “22,” “23,” “32,”
and “33” in the array). For example, the thioredoxin-fold CXXC motif (where X
is any amino acid) can be represented as “3223” in the invariable array. This will
hold the two Cs invariable, allow the two Xs to be substituted independently, and
disallow indels from occurring within the motif, preserving the length dependence.
2.1.2.2 Heterogeneous Evolution among Domains
The idea of partitions was introduced in Seq-Gen [69] to allow variations in evolution-
ary rates and patterns among domains. Each partition represents a subsequence of
a protein, and each partition evolves independently as specified by the evolutionary
tree. However, more variations in evolutionary patterns need to be incorporated to
represent, for example, different indel rates in secondary-structure regions compared
with nonstructured coil regions [95]. In iSGv1.0, the percentage of invariable sites,
branch lengths (representing substitution rates), amino acid frequencies, substitution
models, and indel rates can all be varied between partitions. Such flexible options
allow us to generate realistically complex protein families.
2.1.3 Indel Event Handling
Indel events are governed by four parameters: the probability of an indel occurring,
the placement of indels, the length distribution, and the maximum indel length. For
insertion events, one more parameter is required for generating the amino acids for
an inserted sequence.
2.1.3.1 Probability of Indels
In iSGv1.0, the following two indel models are used:
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• Linear model, which assumes that the number of indel events is linearly related
to the substitution rate: P (indel) = kd, where k is a user-defined constant and
d is the substitution rate specified by the branch length between the ancestral
and descendent sequences.
• The Chang and Benner [15] model, which specifies the probability of an indel
based on the following exponential equation:
P (indel) = 0.224k − 0.0219e−0.01168d (2.1)
2.1.3.2 Placement of Indels
The placement of indels is chosen randomly. For insertions, invariable and no-indel
sites are excluded from consideration. Deletion can happen only at “no constraint”
positions (“0” in the invariable array). For a deletion of size n, any position that is
within n− 1 positions from a non-zero position in the invariable array is excluded.
2.1.3.3 Length Distribution of Indels
The distribution of gap lengths in protein sequences has been studied through the
use of pairwise alignments [15] as well as by examining structural databases [67, 33].
By default, iSGv1.0 will create the normalized Zipf distribution for indel lengths [15]:
N = 2628(X−1.821), (2.2)
where N is the number of indels of length X. Other models can also be input by the
users as precalculated indel distributions (e.g., following a structural indel distribution
developed by Qian and Goldstein [67] or Goonesekere and Lee [33]).
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2.1.3.4 Insertion Sequence Options
iSGv1.0 incorporates 2 methods of amino acid sequence generation. The random
model randomly chooses amino acids based on the given frequencies. The second
method is unique because it chooses amino acids in the insertion sequence by in-
corporating the “neighbor preference” [102] along with the amino acid frequencies.
Neighbor preference was derived by studying neighboring amino acid positions in
functional proteins in order to empirically determine the effect of the side chains in
the acceptance of functionally beneficial amino acid changes.





where P (j|i) is the probability that amino acid j follows amino acid i and P (j)
and P (i) are the frequencies of amino acids j and i in the sequence, respectively.
Given an amino acid, we choose the next amino acid based on the probability P (j|i).
When the first amino acid is inserted, we use the amino acid preceding the insertion
point as amino acid i. If the insertions are longer than 1 amino acid, we use the newly
generated amino acid as the predecessor to find the next amino acid.
Originally, neighbor preferences were built on the protein sequences derived from
the Escherichia coli K-12 genome. We also provide neighbor preferences calculated
over all of the protein sequences contained in the Swiss-Prot database [5]. The neigh-
bor preferences are global over the entire simulation run of a family of sequences.
2.1.4 Root Sequence Options
iSGv1.0 provides two options to incorporate a root sequence provided by the user:
a single root sequence or a set of sequences. For the single root sequence option, a
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sequence and its invariable array are read in and used verbatim for all simulation
runs. However, for protein families that may contain highly variable regions, varying
the root sequence in order to explore a larger sequence space may be advantageous.
To facilitate this, iSGv1.0 incorporates the option of inputting a set S of sequences in
the form of a multiple sequence alignment (MSA). For each simulation run, a single
root sequence, which may vary between simulation runs, is constructed from S in the
following manner. For each position (column) in the MSA, where half or more of
the sequences are non-gapped, we choose a representative amino acid using either of
the following 2 methods: 1) the consensus method, which chooses the representative
using majority rule or 2) the random method, which probabilistically chooses the
representative based on the amino acids that exist in the column of the MSA. If
any alignment position has a gap in more than half of the sequences, the position is
considered to be an insertion position and is ignored in the construction of the root
sequence. The following 3 parameters can be set for building the root sequence from
a set of sequences:
• The range of columns in the MSAs to use.
• The number of sequences used. All (the default) or a given number of sequences
can be selected from the MSA using the bootstrap-sampling method (selecting
randomly with replacement). The bootstrap sampling option is useful, for ex-
ample, when using highly divergent sequences with a large number of gap sites.
The simple consensus from such divergent sequences may include mainly gaps
and very few amino acids. On the other hand, when there are many equally
probable root sequences in S, the user may opt to randomly select 1 sequence
as the root for each simulation run.
• The root sequence generation method. The default consensus method uses the
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majority rule to choose the amino acid for the column, using a coin toss to break
ties. The random method randomly chooses the amino acid representing the
column based on the position-specific amino acid frequencies, with the exception
of invariable columns. For invariable columns, the representative amino acid is
chosen using the consensus method.
2.1.5 Implementation
iSGv1.0 is freely available at http://bioinfolab.unl.edu/∼cstrope/iSGv1.0/. iSGv1.0
has been tested on the RedHat Linux, SuSE Linux, IRIX, and Macintosh OS X
operating systems with the PERL and gcc compilers.
2.1.6 Comparison of Simulation Methods
2.1.6.1 Transmembrane Region Prediction
For the GPCR family simulation, we used HMMTOP 2.0 [96] to predict the number
of transmembrane regions as well as the position of the N-terminal region (intra- or
extracellular). Realistically simulated sequences should have seven transmembrane
regions and extracellular N-terminal regions.
2.1.6.2 Beta-Strand Prediction
For the lipocalin family simulation, we used PSIPRED [43] to predict the secondary
structures. Realistically simulated sequences should have 8 beta-strands that corre-
spond to the beta-barrel structure found in the lipocalin family proteins.
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2.1.6.3 Blast Similarity Search
In order to see how the simulated sequences preserved the similarities against the
template proteins, we performed BlastP [2] protein similarity searches against the
protein database UniProt [5], using the simulated sequences as the queries. We did
not use the option to filter out the low-complexity sequences. The default E-value
threshold (10) was used to cut off the search results.
2.1.6.4 Pfam Search
Simulated sequences were used to search the profile hidden Markov model database,
Pfam [7], using the program hmmpfam of the HMMER package [21] with the Pfam ls
database to find the glocal alignments. The scores against the models “7tm 1”
(PF00001; for GPCRs) and “Lipocalin” (PF00061; for lipocalins) were recorded. The
default E-value threshold (10) was used to cut off the search results.
2.1.6.5 Parametric Bootstrap and Phylogenetic Analysis
Following the phylogenetic tree reconstructed from the template alignment (see Re-
sults and Discussion), 1,000 simulated data sets were generated, each including the
same number of protein sequences as in the template set. Phylogenetic trees were re-
constructed from these data sets. The maximum parsimony and Neighbor-Joining [74]
with JTT distance [44] estimation methods, consensus trees, and bootstrap values
were calculated using PHYLIP programs (version 3.65) [26].
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2.2 Results and Discussion
2.2.1 Simulation Setup
2.2.1.1 Template MSA
We chose to model protein sequences based on two protein family data sets: 1) the
vertebrate olfactory receptor family and 2) the lipocalin protein family.
G protein-coupled Receptors. The vertebrate olfactory receptor family belongs
to the GPCR superfamily, Class A (rhodopsin-like). GPCR proteins have seven
transmembrane regions, and their sequences are known to be highly diverged including
many indels. Among them, vertebrate olfactory receptors are relatively conserved and
generating a template MSA is not too difficult. We chose two sequences from each
of the 14 subfamilies, yielding 28 protein sequences. We also included one outgroup
sequence (OPSD BOVIN) from the GPCR rhodopsin class (Class A), as was done
previously [31]. Thus, the total number of sequences in our template alignment is 29.
The process of building the template MSA is illustrated in Figure 2.1, steps 1–3.
Based on the sequence characterization in UniProt, we first split each sequence into
15 parts: the seven transmembrane regions (TM1-TM7), four extracellular regions
(EC1-EC4), and foru cytosolic regions (CY1-CY4). We manually adjusted region
boundaries where the UniProt characterizations were conflicting.
MSAs of each region were done using T-Coffee [61] and adjusted manually. These
regional alignments were concatenated together obtaining the template MSA for the
entire protein sequences (see Figure 2.2a and the actual alignment is shown in Fig-
ure A.1). In Step 4, we reconstructed the maximum parsimony phylogeny using
PAUP∗ version 4.0b10 [89]. Using the topology obtained from the template MSA,
the branch lengths were calculated for each region. The average number of changes
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per site for each segment was obtained by dividing each tree length by the number of
sites in the segment. Subsequence parameters are set as shown in step 6 of Figure 2.1
(full specifications are found in Figure A.2a). They include amino acid frequencies,
relative evolutionary rates, root sequence templates, indel parameters, and phyloge-
nies. We obtained the amino acid frequencies specific to the 3 regions (EC, CY, and
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Figure 2.1: A flow chart showing the process of iSGv1.0 protein sequence simulation.
In this example, parameterization of evolutionary information is done based on the
vertebrate olfactory receptor family. Steps 1–5 illustrate the process of obtaining the
template MSA, phylogeny, and various parameters. Step 6 shows the sample input for
iSGv1.0 with each line showing parameters used for a different subsequence (domain).
See Figure A.2 for the example input file. Two evaluation methods, phylogenetic
analysis and alignment comparison using profile HMMs, are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figure 2.2: MSAs of the template and simulated GPCR sequences. Each pixel rep-
resents one position in the MSA. The color of the pixel represents: a gap (white),
an amino acid from a transmembrane region (gray), and an amino acid not from a
transmembrane region (black). The template alignment (a) includes 29 GPCR se-
quences, and the 15 subsequence regions are indicated above. For 5 simulated data
sets produced by iSGv1.0 (b) and ROSE (c), the true MSAs and MSAs reconstructed
by T-Coffee are shown.
Lipocalins. The template MSA and phylogeny for the lipocalin family including
23 sequences were obtained from an evolutionary study done by Sa´nchez et al. [80].
The sequences were split into 12 regions including 5 beta-strand regions as shown
in Figure 2.3c. Note that the region including 4 short beta-strand regions (B5678 in
Figure 2.3c) is treated as a single evolution unit. Branch lengths were estimated from
each segment as described before. Four coil regions (indicated by “C” in Figure 2.3c)
were very short (each with 4–6 amino acids in length). Therefore, their branch lengths
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were obtained based on their concatenated sequences. The amino acid frequencies
specific to the beta-strand, coil, or alpha-helix regions were calculated using those ob-
tained from the template MSA (75% weighting) combined with pseudocounts (25%
weighting). The pseudocounts were obtained either from the conformational param-
eters by Chou and Fasman [17] for beta-strands and alpha-helices or from Jones et
al. [44] for the N-terminus, C-terminus, and coil regions.
2.2.1.2 Setting Parameters
The setting of the parameters was done so that the simulated sequences were close to
the template alignment, but still general enough to allow for variations. For example,
in the GPCR template alignment (Figure 2.2a and Figure A.1a:
• TM1, 2, 4, and 6 contain more gaps than TM3, 5, and 7 and
• The loop regions between TM4 and TM7 (EC4, CY3, and EC5) are more di-
verged than other regions.
Parameters such as indel rates for each region are set to closely follow these fea-
tures. Figure A.1 shows the invariable array used with iSGv1.0 that holds the con-
served motifs found in the vertebrate olfactory receptors by Fuchs et al. [30]. For the
lipocalin template alignment, we allowed no indel in the beta-strand or alpha-helix
regions. For the other lipocalin regions, we set the deletion rate to be 1 per 100 sub-
stitutions and the insertion rate to be twice higher than the deletion rate. Table 2.1
shows a list of the parameters used in iSGv1.0, ROSE, and SIMPROT. In this study,
a single global substitution matrix (JTT for iSGv1.0, SIMPROT, and Seq-Gen and
PAM for ROSE) was used. However, with iSGv1.0 we can specify different substi-
tution matrices for different subsequences (e.g., a TM-specific substitution matrix).
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of predicted beta-strands along the lipocalin sequences. (a)
Proportions of predicted beta-strands are plotted for each amino acid position of the
alignments. For the reference alignment, the proportions are based on 23 lipocalin
sequences. For simulated sequences, average proportions were plotted based on 5 sim-
ulated data sets using their true alignments obtained from each simulation method.
Seven regions are mainly gaps with amino acids inserted into a few sequences (less
than half the sequences have an amino acid). The proportions of predicted beta-
strands in these 7 regions are represented by a single dot. These regions correspond
to those in which indels are allowed (3, 7, 9, B and F as well as the start and end
regions in the reference alignment, see the region labels in b). For each method, the
average numbers of positions predicted as beta-strands are calculated from subse-
quence regions simulated as beta-strands (regions 2, 4, 6, 8, A, C, E, G in b) and
coils (regions 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, B, D, F, H in b). These values are shown as mean-beta and
mean-coil, respectively, in each plot. (b) The reference lipocalin alignment obtained
from Sa´nchez et al. [80] is schematically shown with a single pixel representing 1
amino acid. The gray pixels represent beta-strands. The alignment is 213 positions
long and consists of 23 lipocalins. Seventeen regions are labeled 1 through H. (c)
Twelve subsequence regions used for simulation. The region B5678 concatenated short
consecutive regions from 9 to G.
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Using these parameters a data set of 29 GPCR-like sequences or 23 lipocalin-like
sequences were simulated following their template phylogenies.
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Table 2.1: Parameter settings for indel-Seq-Gen, ROSE, and SIMPROT used in this study.
Set Parameter indel-Seq-Gen ROSE SIMPROT
GPCR Partitionsa EC1 . . . EC4, four extracellular partitions Single Sequence, I+γ = 1.0, 15 partitions:
TM1 . . . TM7, seven transmembrane partitions except for: TM region I+γ = 0.7 corresponds with iSGv1.0 partitions
CY1 . . . CY4, four cytosolic partitions Conserved region I+γ = 0.0
Amino acid frequencies gpcr-cy, gpcr-tm, and gpcr-ec gpcr-all JTT frequencies
Substitution matrix JTT PAM JTT
Guide treeb
–Topology Same as template, for all partitions Same as template Same as template, for all partitions
–Branch lengths Calculated for each partition Same as template Calculated for each partition
Indels:
–Maximum size EC1 : 8, EC2 : 2, EC3 : 6, EC4 : 6 4 Same as iSGv1.0 for each
TM1 . . . TM7 : 2 corresponding partition
CY1 : 2, CY2 : 2, CY3 : 6, CY4 : 8
–Frequency TM1 . . . TM7 = 0.01 0.00065
c Same as iSGv1.0 for each
(per substitution) CY4, EC1 = 0.04, EC4 = 0.03 corresponding partition
CY1 . . . CY3, EC2, EC3 = 0.02
–Length distribution Zipfian Zipfian Zipfian
Lipocalin Partitions B1 . . . B4, four beta partitions Single sequence, I+γ = 1, Same as iSGv1.0 for each
B5678, a region of four betas except for: Beta-strands I+γ = 0.9 corresponding partition
N-term, C-term, terminal regions Terminal regions I+γ = 1.2
C, concatenated coil regions.
Amino acid frequencies beta, alpha, and JTT frequencies lipo-all JTT frequencies
Substitution matrix JTT PAM JTT
Guide treeb
–Topology Same as template, for all partitions Same as template Same as template, for all partitions
–Branch lengths Calculated for each partition, except for: Same as template Calculated for each partition
Regions B5678 and C
Indels:
–Maximum size B1 . . . B4 : 0, B5678 : 1 4 Same as iSGv1.0 for each
C: 2, N-term, C-term: 4 corresponding partition
–Frequency B1 . . . B7 = 0.0, B5678 = 0.01/0.0 0.00090/0.00045 B1 . . . B7 = 0.0, B5678 = 0.01/0.01
(per substitution, Nterm, Cterm = 0.04 Nterm, Cterm = 0.04
insertion/deletion) C = 0.02/0.01 C = 0.02
–Length distribution Zipfian Zipfian Zipfian
a For ROSE, each partition was specified by assigning different values in the I+γ array as shown. Information regarding the
conserved regions were taken from Fuchs et. al. [30].
b The guide tree was obtained from the template alignment as shown in Figure A.1.
c The indel frequency was set so that the hidden Markov model generated by ROSE was reasonably diverged from the template
sequence, i.e. the Viterbi scores shown in Figure 2.4 were similar to those generated by indel-Seq-Gen.
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2.2.1.3 Comparison of Simulated Sequences between iSGv1.0 and Other
Methods
We compared iSGv1.0 with ROSE, Seq-Gen, and SIMPROT for their protein family
simulation performance. As described before, ROSE uses the I + γ array for simu-
lating protein family sequences, and SIMPROT and Seq-Gen both allow subsequence
generation. The major disadvantage of using ROSE was that we could not allow
low-frequency indels although allowing amino acid substitutions as observed in TM
regions in GPCRs. Because indel rates are linearly correlated with substitution rates
in ROSE, in low-frequency indel regions, we were required to set low substitution
rates. Because parameters (e.g., indel rates and amino acid frequencies) could not be
varied among subsequences in ROSE, we were forced to set parameters with the “av-
erage case” values across the entire sequence. Note also that setting these parameters
in ROSE was very tedious and time consuming. For example, over 300 real-valued
numbers had to be assigned to the I + γ array in the case of GPCRs, and the array
does not visually align with the sequence because the former is a real-valued array and
the latter is a character array. iSGv1.0, on the other hand, uses integer values in the
invariable array, which can be easily aligned with a character array (see Figure A.1a.
Setting the parameters for SIMPROT and Seq-Gen were more straightforward.
The Seq-Gen root sequence was constructed using iSGv1.0s root sequence construc-
tion method, and all parameters available to Seq-Gen were set the same as iSGv1.0.
For SIMPROT, we partitioned the sequence as we did in iSGv1.0, and many param-
eters could be set as done with iSGv1.0. The root sequence is randomly generated in
SIMPROT. Additionally, SIMPROT uses an equal rate for insertions and deletions.
One thousand data sets were simulated using each method. The “true” MSAs








































Figure 2.4: Comparisons of the template alignment and the true alignments gen-
erated by indel-Seq-Gen (a) and ROSE (b). Comparisons were done by using
COACH [24]. The profile hidden Markov model was generated from the template
alignment, and compared against each of 1000 simulated datasets. A Viterbi score
was calculated from each comparison. The distributions are a): N (75.03, 17.20) and
b): N (72.30, 16.72), respectively.
generated by iSGv1.0 and ROSE against the profile HMM built from the template
GPCR alignment, shown in Figure 2.4 [24]. No significant differences were shown
between the normal score distributions obtained from iSGv1.0 (mean = 75.03 and
variance = 17.20) and ROSE (mean = 72.30 and variance = 16.72), indicating that
the sequences generated by the 2 methods using the set of the parameters we chose
were approximately equivalent with respect to the template MSA.
2.2.1.4 Simulated Sequences
In general, functional domains are under strong selective constraints and very few
indels are tolerated. TM regions are one such example. On the other hand, changes
(both substitutions and indels) within loop regions that simply connect functional or
structural domains often have much smaller negative consequences and thus are under
very weak constraints. In Figure 2.2, TM regions are illustrated with a gray color and
indels are shown as white gaps. As Figure 2.2a shows, vertebrate olfactory receptor
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proteins are more conserved in the regions between TM2 and TM4 than other regions,
as found in [30]. Note that some TM regions (TM1 and TM4) can have a few small
indels. In the simulated sequences, we attempted to recreate these heterogeneous
sequence features: fewer indels between TM2 and TM4 and, conversely, more indels
in N- and C-terminal regions and those between TM4 and TM7.
As shown in Figure 2.2b, the simulated sequences by iSGv1.0 reproduced the
intended sequence features well. Because the equivalent parameters could be set,
SIMPROT produced the true alignments similar to those with iSGv1.0 (data not
shown). ROSE, however, spread the indels throughout the entire length of the pro-
teins (Figure 2.2c). When the simulated sequences were aligned using T-Coffee MSA
method, reconstructed alignments based on iSGv1.0s data sets placed indels in a
manner that is much closer to the template MSA than those based on ROSEs data
sets.
iSGv1.0 allowed low-frequency indels within TM regions. From Figure 2.2, it
appears as if iSGv1.0 allows far too many indels in the TM regions compared with the
template alignment. However, in this experiment we intentionally chose parameters to
introduce a large number of indels to our simulated data sets. In ROSE, on the other
hand, it was not possible to allow indels within TM regions. In order to introduce any
indels within TM regions, the mutation array values used in ROSE need to be set at
1.0 or higher. Because indel rates are linearly correlated to substitution rates, using
such high mutation array values would perforate each region with so many indels that
the resulting loss of protein function would be ineviTable. To avoid such unreasonable
simulation conditions, we used conservative substitution rates with ROSE (0.7 in the
I + γ array). Consequently, in the true alignments produced by ROSE (Figure 2.2c)
there are gray “islands” (TM regions) where no indel was found. The side effect of
this was an easier MSA reconstruction for T-Coffee, which was nearly perfect in the
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TM region reconstructions.
2.2.1.5 Conservation of Transmembrane Regions
To check if the TM regions were retained in the reconstructed data sets, we predicted
TM regions from simulated GPCR sequences using HMMTOP 2.0 [96]. The num-
bers of predicted TM regions were 7.03 ± 0.30 by iSGv1.0, 5.94 ± 1.25 by ROSE,
0.20± 0.37 by SIMPROT, and 6.84± 0.91 by Seq-Gen (histogram of results in Fig-
ure 2.5). Clearly, iSGv1.0 has the greatest accuracy in reproducing the seven TM
regions. The N-terminus (EC1) was correctly predicted to be extracellular 94% of
the time in simulated data sets of iSGv1.0. Conversely, with ROSE and Seq-Gen,
only 44% and 55% of simulated sequences, respectively, were predicted to have the
extracellular N-terminus correctly. These results clearly show that iSGv1.0s ability
to allow different amino acid frequencies between domains is effective in preserving
important features of transmembrane proteins more accurately than other methods.
This is important because results from Panchenko and Madej [63] suggested patterns
found in non-domain regions, such as loop or N-/C-terminal regions, were more im-
portant in recognizing superfamily members than considering only the conserved core
regions.
2.2.1.6 Beta-Region Prediction
To examine the conservation of beta-strand regions, secondary structures were pre-
dicted from simulated lipocalin sequences. As shown in Figure 2.3, comparing with
the reference sequences, all simulated sequences have lower proportions of beta-
strands indicated by lower “mean-beta” values and lower peaks of beta-strand plots
corresponding to the eight beta-strand regions (gray regions in Figure 2.3c). However,




























Figure 2.5: The distribution of the number of predicted transmembrane regions for
the olfactory receptor datasets simulated by Seq-Gen, indel-Seq-Gen, and ROSE using
HMMTOP 2.0. For each method, five datasets (including 29 sequences) are used in
this analysis.
Among the simulation methods compared, SIMPROT performed most poorly. Eight
beta-strand regions were indistinguishable in its simulated sequences, indicated also
by the lowest mean-beta and highest “mean-coil” values. The poor performance by
SIMPROT is explained by its inability to use a specific root sequence.
In this study, beta-strand regions were characterized only by the amino acid com-
position derived from small samples of lipocalin sequences. Therefore, the perfor-
mance by iSGv1.0 to reconstruct beta-strand structures was surprisingly good con-
sidering the use of such simple parameters. Better performance can be expected by
optimizing pseudocount methods and using secondary structure-specific amino acid
composition and substitution matrices derived from larger samples.
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2.2.1.7 Blast and PFAM Search Results
In order to further examine how simulated sequences preserved functionally important
sequence properties, we used the simulated sequences as queries for BlastP protein
similarity search. Table 2.2 summarizes the search results. The top 250 hits obtained
by all methods except SIMPROT were correctly from various members of vertebrate
olfactory receptors. Seq-Gen performed the best of the three methods indicated by the
highest average scores. The absence of indels in Seq-Gen generated sequences must
have caused a low percentage of gaps in the alignments. iSGv1.0 performed nearly as
well as Seq-Gen and outperformed ROSE with higher scores and lower percentages of
gaps. The lower percentage of gaps found in Blast alignments with iSGv1.0 sequences
than those with ROSE sequences can be explained by the use of amino acid frequencies
specific to subsequences (e.g., TM, extracellular, and cytosolic regions) in iSGv1.0.
It must have produced amino acids that are most likely to appear in each region
of GPCRs. As a result, fewer gaps were required in the iSGv1.0 alignment making
better hit scores than in ROSE. Contrary to iSGv1.0, ROSE, and Seq-Gen, simulated
sequences by SIMPROT did not find any vertebrate olfactory receptor protein under
the E-value threshold used with the BlastP search. Within the threshold, SIMPROT
sequences averaged between three and five unrelated hits, with the average highest
score = 30 (E value = 1.5). PFAM search results showed similar conclusions as BlastP.
Except for SIMPROT sequences, the search against PFAM profile HMM database
using simulated sequences returned 7tm 1, the profile-HMM entry for GPCR Class
A, as the most common hit. Table 2.2 (in the bottom half) summarizes the scores
against the 7tm 1 profile-HMM by the four simulation methods. iSGv1.0 clearly
outperformed ROSE. The difference between iSGv1.0 and Seq-Gen was again very
small, with slight advantage to iSGv1.0-generated sequences. No significant hit by
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GPCR-derived profile-HMMs were found using SIMPROT-simulated sequences as
queries.
Table 2.2: The BLAST and PFAM statistics of vertebrate olfactory receptors when
using simulated sequences from iSGv1.0, Seq-Gen, SIMPROT and ROSE as the query
sequence.
Method Number of top hits avga mina maxa %IDb %SIMb %GAPb
iSGv1.0 25 174.0 115.0 303.2 34.3 55.9 3.2
100 164.7 106.0 303.2 33.1 54.6 3.3
250 155.9 95.8 303.2 32.1 53.5 3.4
ROSE 25 141.1 93.6 258.8 35.3 53.1 7.5
100 132.7 85.4 258.8 34.1 52.1 7.6
250 124.4 74.4 258.8 33.0 51.0 7.6
Seq-Gen 25 196.7 132.2 324.8 34.5 55.9 0.0
100 187.3 122.2 324.8 33.5 54.8 0.4
250 177.8 110.2 324.8 32.5 53.7 0.5
SIMPROTc 250 – – – – – –
iSGv1.0 PFAM7tm 1 −5.09 −99.5 158.8
ROSE PFAM7tm 1 −31.47 −114.9 97.7
Seq-Gen PFAM7tm 1 −7.18 −129.2 160.1
SIMPROTc PFAM7tm 1 – – –
a The average (ave), minimum (min), and maximum (max) bit scores from each set
of the top hits.
b The average % identity (ID), similarity (SIM), and gaps (GAP) obtained from each
set of the top hit alignments.
c SIMPROT obtained no hits in BLAST and PFAM searches to vertebrate olfactory
receptors.
For simulated lipocalin proteins, BlastP and PFAM search did not produce as
many significant hits as we observed with GPCR sequences, which implies the diffi-
culty in simulating beta-strand proteins. As shown in Table 2.3, the BlastP results
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were comparable among the simulation methods except for SIMPROT. Only about
two lipocalins were found per simulated sequence query. Interestingly, slightly more
different lipocalin sequences were found among simulation sets produced by iSGv1.0
than among those produced by ROSE and Seq-Gen. This is probably a result of
the MSA root sequence option in iSGv1.0 changing the root sequences between data
sets. Against the PFAM Lipocalin profile HMM entry, iSGv1.0 had the lowest scores.
However, iSGv1.0 produced the highest number of sequences (33.62%) that showed a
hit to the lipocalin profile, compared with ROSE and Seq-Gen (25.68% and 22.41%,
respectively). Again, simulated sequences by SIMPROT did not find any lipocalin
profile HMM.
Note that, as described earlier, the root sequences used for ROSE and Seq-Gen
were constructed by the “consensus method” we incorporated in iSGv1.0. In this
method, a consensus sequence was constructed based on the reference MSA and this
sequence was used as the root sequence for ROSE and Seq-Gen. This may explain
the similar performances observed by BlastP and PFAM among iSGv1.0, ROSE,
and Seq-Gen. Neither ROSE nor Seq-Gen in their original methods included this
capability.
2.2.1.8 Phylogenetic Analysis with Parametric Bootstrap
Neighbor-Joining phylogenies were reconstructed based on the T-Coffee as well as the
true MSAs of simulated sequences. For both GPCR and lipocalin simulations using
the parameters described earlier, the topologies of the consensus trees obtained from
all four methods were identical to the original phylogenies reconstructed from the tem-
plate MSAs, and all nodes were supported with 99% or better bootstrap values. To
explore the effect of indels on phylogenetic reconstruction, we simulated another 100
data sets of GPCRs and lipocalins using iSGv1.0, with twice higher substitution rates
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Table 2.3: The BLAST and PFAM statistics of lipocalins when using simulated se-
quences from iSGv1.0, Seq-Gen, SIMPROT and ROSE as the query sequence.
Method Hitsa Unique hitsb PFAMLipocalin avg. score % hits
c
iSGv1.0 8.06 (2.22) 60 −30.12 33.62
ROSE 7.29 (2.25) 56 −18.34 25.86
Seq-Gen 7.90 (2.31) 56 −14.14 22.41
SIMPROT 5.32 (0.00) 0 – –
a The average number of BLAST hits for each sequence, with the average
number of lipocalin hits in parentheses.
b The total number of unique lipocalins found from the set of all se-
quences.
c The percentage of sequences from the set of all sequences that are iden-
tified as members of the Lipocalin family as parameterized by PFAM.
and with and without indels as shown in Table 2.4. When substitution rates were not
changed (“Substitution rate ×1”), indels did not significantly affect the phylogenetic
reconstructions. However, when the substitution rates were doubled (“Substitution
rate ×2”), for both GPCR and lipocalin simulations, the branch supports became
lower when indels were incorporated in the sequence evolution. For example, the
number of internal branches supported by 90% or higher was nine for the lipocalin
phylogeny based on T-Coffee alignments when indel was not incorporated. However,
the same number decreased to only one when indels were incorporated. Similar re-
sults were obtained for GPCR simulations although the effect was less drastic. The
average branch support value (80.2%) for simulated lipocalin phylogenies using T-
Coffee MSAs with indels was 10 percent lower than when no indel was incorporated.
Note also that when indels were incorporated, phylogenies based on T-Coffee align-
ments were less supported than those based on the true MSAs. Phylogenies based
on simulated GPCR sequences were consistently more supported than those based on
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simulated lipocalin sequences, and incorporating indels showed only small decreases in
branch supports. This is because the lipocalin template sequences are more diverged
(the average pairwise sequence identity = 13.7%) than GPCR template sequences
(the average pairwise sequence identity = 35.4%). Thus, our simulations generated
more diverged lipocalin-like sequences than GPCR-like sequences.
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Table 2.4: Branch support range for the phylogenetic trees obtained by parametric bootstrap using iSGv1.0 simulated
datasets of GPCRs and lipocalins.
Substitution rate × 1a Substitution rate × 2a
indel = 0a indel ×1a indel = 0a indel ×1a
% support lipob GPCRb lipob GPCRb lipob GPCRb lipob GPCRb
x = 100 14(14) 25(25) 11(12) 25(26) -(3) 22(21) -(-) 15(18)
90 ≤ x < 100 6(6) 1(1) 9(8) 1(-) 9(12) 4(5) 1(15) 11(8)
80 ≤ x < 90 -(-) -(-) -(-) -(-) 5(1) -(-) 7(1) -(-)
70 ≤ x < 80 -(-) -(-) -(-) -(-) 1(-) -(-) 5(2) -(-)
x < 70 -(-) -(-) -(-) -(-) 5(4) -(-) 7(2) -(-)
Average 98.9 100 98.6 100 80.2 99.5 70.9 98.9
support (99.0) (100) (98.8) (100) (90.4) (99.5) (86.4) (99.7)
a Substitution and indel rates are those given in the template alignments for both lipocalins
and GPCRs.
b The number of nodes of a given confidence in the phylogenies constructed using the true
MSAs (in parentheses) and the T-COFFEE MSAs. A ‘-’ signifies that 0 nodes fell within
the corresponding confidence range.
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2.3 Conclusion
iSGv1.0 is a new method for simulating protein sequence evolution and generating
realistic protein families. It has a unique ability to simulate heterogeneous evolution
of multidomain protein families in addition to the incorporation of indel evolution.
iSGv1.0 is highly flexible and various sequence features can be easily included in
the simulation. For example, iSGv1.0 allows highly variable regions in the sequence
although still maintaining low indel rates. This is useful in simulating motifs such
as CXXC in thioredoxin-fold proteins or zinc fingers. This is not possible in other
simulation methods. The use of a template MSA is also a unique strength of iSGv1.0.
With these new functions, iSGv1.0 can be used effectively for testing the performance
of various molecular evolution and bioinformatics methods when they are applied to
extremely divergent heterogeneous protein analysis. Because each subsequence can be
simulated with a different evolutionary tree, lateral gene transfer and recombination
detection methodologies can also be examined. For protein families with well-known
features, iSGv1.0 can be used to generate synthetic model sequences. Such model
sequences can be used to search their candidate members from databases.
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Chapter 3




In this study, we upgrade iSGv1.0 to indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0 (iSGv2.0) [86] by (i)
further improving the realism of biological sequence evolution through the introduc-
tion of motif conservation using PROSITE-like regular expressions and lineage-specific
evolution, and (ii) incorporating the DNA substitution engine of Seq-Gen to add both
coding and non-coding DNA sequence simulation. We introduce novel functional
constraint enforcement in sequence simulation and formalize how these constraints
change the modeling of substitutions, insertions, and deletions (their probabilities
of occurrence and placement). We demonstrate a fundamental flaw in simulation of
indel processes in many of the current simulation algorithms, and perform a compar-
ative analysis of the indel schemes among these methods. In iSGv2.0, we introduce
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our solution to this problem by incorporating indel simulation in discrete evolutionary
steps. The output of iSGv2.0 includes true MSAs and information on each indel event
including the relative timing and location on the branch (event tracking). iSGv2.0
allows restrictions on minimum and maximum lengths of subsequences by constrain-
ing indel events, as is often the case for protein regions with secondary structures.
Conservation of folds, as well as motif conservation/gain along different lineages, will
be useful to simulate protein superfamily evolution. In addition to the ability to
conserve subsequence lengths in DNA sequences, exon-intron structure can also be
incorporated to coding-sequence simulation.
iSGv2.0 is the first tool that is capable of simulating complex substitution and
indel processes in constrained evolutionary scenarios. iSGv2.0 incorporates coding
DNA, non-coding DNA and protein simulation. It allows for testing problems such
as phylogenetic reconstruction, functional-site inference, joint estimation of alignment
and phylogeny, and multiple sequence alignments. As an example of a complex evo-
lutionary scenario, we present a simulation of calycin protein superfamily evolution.
3.1 Methods
We first describe the discrete evolution paradigm introduced in iSGv2.0, along with
the implications for substitution and indel evolution. We formalize the sequence rep-
resentation for simulating evolutionary events such as substitutions and indels for a
functionally constrained sequence. We then describe iSGv2.0’s other novel mecha-
nisms: (1) lineage-specific models, (2) site-specific functional constraints, (3) coding
DNA-sequence simulation, and (4) indel-event tracking.
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3.1.1 Discrete Evolution
The most fundamental structure needed for sequence simulation is the guide tree,
which specifies the branching order and the expected number of substitutions that
will occur from an ancestral sequence to its descendant. Substitution processes are
generally modeled over continuous time, allowing multiple substitutions at the same
site. No established model exists for insertions and deletions. Current sequence
simulation methods introduce indels in a continuous fashion [84, 64, 71, 87, 36], even
though insertions and deletions alter the sequence length, as shown in Figure 3.1. In
order to keep the indel rate constant along the branch, the number of expected indels
needs to be recalculated based on the sequence length after each event. The current
continuous model uses the same rate no matter how many positions are inserted
or deleted along the branch. Consequently, the number of events can be under- or
overestimated, which in turn incorrectly decreases or increases the indel rate after
insertion or deletion events, respectively, for the remainder of the branch until the
probability of an indel event is recalculated based on the length of the descendant
sequence at the next node. The order and time of events within the branch are also
unknown in the continuous model of sequence evolution, since the expected numbers
of substitutions and indels are estimated based on the entire branch length.
To minimize the effects of sequence length changes and to allow for event tracking
(described later in this section), iSGv2.0 simulates sequence evolution with discrete





where max path is the maximum length of the root-to-tip paths in the guide tree.












































Figure 3.1: The continuous and discrete-steps models of indel events. The continuous
model calculates the expected number of indel events based on sequence length at
node i, and uses this same value throughout the branch length, BLi→i+1. This causes
either over- or underestimating the number of indels along the branch until recalcu-
lating the expected number of indel events at node i + 1. The discrete-steps model
reduces the impact of this by recalculating the expected number of indel events based
on the sequence length after each such event.
than the minimum branch length. If the minimum branch length is less than 0.00001,
which is the minimum value ǫ can take, it is considered to be a zero branch length.
We call this simulation method the discrete evolutionary steps (DES) model.
3.1.1.1 Substitution and indel models
The branch lengths given in the guide tree determine the rates of evolution, which
are expressed as the number of substitutions per site for the branch and are intro-
duced based on models of continuous substitution evolution processes: e.g., JTT [44],
PAM [19], or BLOSUM [38] for proteins, and HKY [37] or GTR [104] for nucleotides.
In the current simulation methods, insertions and deletions are also introduced in a
continuous fashion. As mentioned earlier, this continuous method assumes that the
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length of the sequence will remain the same during the evolution along the branch
(Figure 3.1). This is clearly incompatible with insertion and deletion processes, and
is the primary motivation for adopting the DES model. In the following section,
we formalize the model of insertions and deletions with respect to the sequence and
functional constraints, which will make clear the flaw in the indel representation used
in current methods.
3.1.1.2 Formalization of substitution and indel processes
Note that although we refer to our model as “discrete,” our substitution processes
are simulated using the continuous evolutionary models described above, the differ-
ence being that substitutions are simulated in multiple ǫ-sized steps. With respect
to insertion and deletion processes, most simulation methods treat them similarly.
However, insertions, deletions, and substitutions all work differently with respect to
the sequence and functional constraints placed on them. One major difference be-
tween insertion and deletion processes is that insertions occur between sites whereas
deletions occur on sites. This fundamental difference not only affects the number of
sites that can accept a deletion versus an insertion, but also introduces maximum and
minimum length requirements to subsequences in order to enforce possible selective
constraints on such subsequence length. This in turn restricts the number of accept-
able deletion and insertion lengths in subsequences. Figure 3.2 specifies the model
of these constraints for realistic sequence evolution, where the positions X3 · · ·X6,
for example, approximate the CXXC motif of Thioredoxin-fold proteins [16]. While
amino acids X3 and X6 can be neither changed nor deleted, amino acids and can
be substituted but cannot be deleted. Furthermore, the length from X3 to X6 (4
residues) is constrained and no indel is allowed in this region.
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3.1.1.3 Novel indel characterization
Indel modeling requires four parameters: Λ = {Pins, Pdel, λins, λdel}, where Pins and
Pdel are the probabilities of an insertion and a deletion, respectively, and λins and λdel




f(x) x ∈ {1, 2, · · · , xmax}
0 otherwise
(3.2)
where x is the number of residues and xmax is the maximum insertion and deletion
size. λdel is defined similarly as λins. For convenience, we assume λins = λdel for
the remainder of this section, although iSGv2.0 does allow for λins and λdel to be
different. f(x) is the probability density function of indel lengths.
3.1.1.4 Simulating indel occurrence
As shown in Figure 3.2, the maximum number of sites that potentially accept in-
sertions is equal to the number of positions plus 1. Therefore, for an unconstrained
sequence at node i with N(i) residues, the number of sites that accept insertions,
Nins(i), is N(i) + 1, while the maximum number of sites that potentially accept
deletions, Ndel(i), is N(i).
The expected number of residues at node N(i+ 1) is calculated as:
E[N(i+ 1)] = N(i) +BLi→i+1 × (Nins(i)× Pins −Ndel(i)× Pdel), (3.3)
where BLi→i+1 is the branch length from i to i+1, and Nins(i) = N(i)+ 1, Ndel(i) =
N(i). BLi→i+1×Nins(i)×Pins and BLi→i+1×Ndel(i)×Pdel are the expected numbers
of insertions and deletions on the branch i → i + 1, respectively. Note that in
Equation 3.3, each time an indel event occurs Nins(i) and Ndel(i) fluctuate, in turn
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Ins:
i S i S i S i S 0 0 0 i S i S
Sub: X 0 X 1 X 2 X •3 X 4 X 5 X 6 X 7









Position X cannot be deleted
Position X can neither be chaged nor removed
Deletion, Insertion Length-dependent constrained positions; 
events that change the subsequence length 
cannot occur between positions linked by   ’s
Symbols and their constraints imposed on sequence sites.
Figure 3.2: A sequence model that includes substitutions (Sub), insertions (Ins), and
deletions (Del) for a length-constrained subsequence S (X0 · · ·X7, where Xi is the
ith residue of the sequence). The description of the symbols used and their effects
is listed in the table below. For example, positions X3 · · ·X7 are conserved in a way
akin to the CXXC motif of the Thioredoxin sequence motif [16]. The maximum
lengths of insertions are shown above the sequence ranging from 0 (no insertion),
1, 2, ... to iS (upper bound of the subsequence length). The maximum lengths of
deletions are determined by either (1) the number of sequence positions to the first
deletion-constrained position (2 for Xi in this figure) or dS, defined as the number of
positions that can be deleted before reaching the minimum subsequence length.
changing the expectation of future indel events for the remainder of BLi→i+1. For
brevity, hereafter we avoid using the node index (i) unless it is necessary. Thus, for
example, we use Nins instead of Nins(i).
With constraints as shown in Figure 3.2, the numbers of sites available for insertion
(N ′ins) and deletion (N
′
del) are subject to the constraints N
′
del ≤ Ndel = N and N
′
ins ≤
Nins = N + 1. Therefore, under these constraints, Equation 3.3 becomes:
E[N(i+ 1)] = N(i) +BLi→i+1 × (N
′
ins × Pins −N
′
del × Pdel), (3.4)
Most current simulation methods do not correct for sequence length fluctuation
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during the evolution with indels, which causes either the underestimation or overes-
timation of the number of events that will occur for the remainder of the branch as
illustrated in Figure 3.1. In Results and Discussion, we examine the consequences of
these oversights.
3.1.2 Lineage-specific evolution
iSGv2.0 accepts guide trees in Newick format with clade labels. Specifying clades
allows lineage-specific parameters to be set. The sequence parameters (character
frequency, proportion of invariable sites, site rates, and substitution matrix) and indel
parameters (maximum indel size, Pins, Pdel, λins, and λdel) can be changed among
subtrees (clades). iSGv2.0 also provides a lineage-specific flag for a lineage evolving as
a pseudogene. With this flag, all constraints to the sequence positions, i.e., invariable
array, positional γ parameters, and codon rates, are removed. It causes the lineage
to evolve with a uniform rate and unconstrained for indel events across all sites.
3.1.3 Functional constraint modeling
3.1.3.1 Site-specific constraints
iSGv2.0 introduces site-specific conservation using regular expression patterns found
in PROSITE [79]. The quaternary invariable array introduced in iSGv1.0 [87] is also
retained because of its simplicity of representation. Since motifs are preserved along
lineages, sites that correspond with the potential motif in the ancestral sequences still
carry the length constraints of the motif, i.e., motifs cannot be gained from insertions
and potential motif sites cannot be deleted. While indels are constrained on these
sites, substitutions are freely accepted until the sites are accepted as the motif. When
the site becomes a part of the motif, which occurs when the site is mutated into a
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motif satisfying residue, the site becomes constrained based on the patterns specified
in the motif. These constraints on a motif, by definition, cause a slower evolutionary
rate within the motif region. Thus, iSGv2.0 compensates for the slower evolutionary
rate by increasing the substitution rate in the partition that includes the motifs so
that the resultant sequences will evolve at the expected rate, on average, based on the
input branch length. For a motif with k characters, m = m0 · · ·mk−1, we calculate












where an is the set of acceptable residues for the motif position n, | an | is the number
of acceptable residues in the set, and sij is the probability of substitution of residue
i to residue j (for the chosen substitution matrix and character frequencies) over
the discrete evolutionary step size ǫ. The term (1 −
∑
j∈an
sij) is the probability
of rejected substitutions from the residue i. We then define gn =
∑k−1
i=0 gˆn, the
amount of reduction in evolutionary rate in the motif. Since the expected number
of substitutions in an unconstrained sequence with N characters along the branch
length BL is N × BL, adjusting for the reduced evolutionary rate in the motif, we
calculate BL′ as follows:
BL′ =






3.1.3.2 Subsequence length constraints
Protein family sequences are often composed of a set of domains that define the folding
pattern of member sequences. Functional domains are often under length constraints
whose violation could be detrimental to protein function, such as the destabilization
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of tertiary structure, improper folding, or removal of functionally important regions.
iSGv2.0 represents these constraints through the introduction of a sequence template.
The template specifies both the minimum and maximum number of residues or nu-
cleotides that can occupy a region. Such constraints limit the number of insertion or
deletion events. An example of sequence templates is given in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Continued on next page.
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Figure 3.3: Continued on next page.
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Figure 3.3: The MSA input used for the calycin superfamily simulation with iSGv1.0
and iSGv2.0. Yellow highlighted regions in the MSA are beta strands, gray highlighted
regions are alpha helices, and unhighlighted regions are coils. Conserved regions
(PS00213, SCR1, SCR2, PS00577, and SCR3) are marked above the alignment, and
the characters of the sequences corresponding to the motifs are shown in the same
colors as the headings. The quaternary invariable array of iSGv1.0 (iSGv1.0-inv)
and the iSGv2.0 template (iSGv2.0-templ) are listed below the alignment. Below the
template line, x(min,max) shows the maximum and minimum sizes for each region.
The conserved secondary structure regions (beta1 - beta8 and alpha1) corresponding
to these regions are also marked below the template line.
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3.1.4 Nucleotide sequence simulation
Coding and non-coding nucleotide sequence simulation has been added to iSGv2.0
using the substitution engine Seq-Gen [69]. In the coding sequence simulation, exons
and introns can be specified as partitions. Exons are influenced by different rates for
codon positions and restriction of stop codon formation. Introns can split codons (i.e.,
phase 1 and phase 2 introns). In introns, elements (such as the lariat formation sites)
can be controlled by the quaternary invariable array and through motifs. Insertion
and deletion length distributions for exons can be set to zero for all lengths not
divisible by 3 to avoid introducing frame-shifting indel mutations. While insertions
and deletions in exons can be restricted to be between codons, such restrictions are
not mandatory.
3.1.5 Event tracking
One benefit introduced with the DES model is the ability to track indel events by the
time of the events, affected taxa, event type (insertion or deletion), and indel length.
The positions of indels can be reported in the true alignment. Along with the DES
model, iSGv2.0 has added a new presentation method, time-relative steps (TRS).
With the TRS presentation, the tree is rescaled relative to the time. The resultant
tree is “ultrametric-like,” having equal height (time) from the root to tips, which
allows the mapping of all indel events with respect to the relative time of occurrence.
Figure 3.4 illustrates this TRS presentation. With the TRS presentation, events are
reported as an ordered list based on the relative time of occurrence as shown in
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Discrete Evolutionary Steps (DES) Time Relative Steps (TRS)
Figure 3.4: Continued on next page.
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[     ,D,0.410156,1100000000000000,6,7:8:9:10:11:12]
[     ,D,0.414062,1100000000000000,1,53]
[     ,D,0.416992,0000000000001100,2,6:7]
[     ,D,0.418945,0000000000001100,1,11]











[Event ID, (D)eletion or (I)nsertion, Relative time of occurrence, Affected taxa, location in multiple alignment]
Figure 3.4: An example of the discrete evolutionary steps and time relative steps
representations for the calycin superfamily example. (A) The Newick format trees
for each representation. (B) The guide trees as represented in (A), where the top
is DES, and the bottom tree is TRS. Each tick mark along the tree represents 50
steps of evolution. The values in parentheses in the TRS tree represent the scaled
evolutionary step size. The TRS tree also contains a scale that indicates the relative
times of the simulation. (C) An example of indel tracking. All events that occurred
between 41% and 42% of the simulation are listed, and the location of each event is
marked with the colors matching with those used with event IDs in the true MSA.
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3.1.6 Implementation
iSGv.2.0 is written in ANSI C++. iSGv2.0 calculates substitution probabilities using
the Seq-Gen [69] formulation. Only rooted trees can be used as guide trees. It has
been tested on Linux, Mac OS X 10.4–10.5, and also on Windows XP running MinGW
(http://www.mingw.org/), MSYS, and GNU gzip and tar. It is packaged using GNU
autotools and should compile on most systems with a standard C++ compiler. The
output can be in Phylip, Nexus, and FASTA formats. iSGv2.0 (executables and
source codes) and its user manual describing the functionalities are freely available
at http://bioinfolab.unl.edu/∼cstrope/iSG/.
3.1.7 Indel simulation comparison
We compared seven indel-capable simulation methods, including iSGv1.0 and iSGv2.0.
These methods are listed in Table 1.1. Two tests were performed to examine the indel
formulation of each method. In the first test, we analyzed the over- and underestima-
tion of insertions and deletions individually for each simulation method using guide
trees with varying numbers of internal nodes. In the second test, similar analysis was
done, varying the relative rates of insertions versus deletions.
Note that the indel scheme implemented in EvolveAGene3 [36] is very different
from other methods. EvolveAGene3 simulates codon evolution based on empirical
models obtained from E. coli. EvolveAGene3 calculates indel probabilities with two
spectra: the first spectrum determines the event to take place, with probabilities to
be 0.6284, 0.0744, or 0.2972 for a substitution, insertion, or deletion, respectively. In
the second spectrum, EvolveAGene3 determines the indel length, rejecting any event
that is not a multiple of 3. For the second spectrum, we summed up the probabil-
ities of all acceptable lengths to obtain single accepting probabilities for insertions
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and deletions: 0.144 and 0.261, respectively, and used them for each type of event
regardless of the length. “Selection against deletions and insertions” were both set to
1 (no selection). Thus, with EvolveAGene3, the insertion and deletion probabilities
are 0.0107 = 0.0744× 0.144× 1 and 0.0776 = 0.2972× 0.261× 1, respectively (“event
probability” × “accepting probability” × “selection against insertions or deletions”).
We also modified the EvolveAGene3 code to allow frame-shifting indel mutations, in
order to create similar indel-generation conditions with other methods.
3.1.7.1 Experimental setup
For our tests, we set the total tree length to be 8 substitutions per site, with an indel
rate of 1 insertion or deletion per 50 substitutions. For EvolveAGene3, insertion
and deletion rates were 0.535 and 3.88 per 50 substitutions, respectively, as explained
above. We simulated with random root sequences of 1000 characters. DNA sequences
were generated by DAWG, EvolveAGene3, and MySSP, and protein sequences were
generated by ROSE, SIMPROT, iSGv1.0, and iSGv2.0. The difference in character
sets (DNA or protein) is of no consequence in our tests for two reasons: (1) we used
the same indel length distributions for both sets and (2) we set the probability of
insertion and deletion occurrence equally regardless of the character set. Figure 3.5
illustrates the four simple guide trees with varied numbers of internal nodes. At each
node the external branch was set to zero length, as shown in the Newick format in
Figure 3.5, effectively making it a leaf node, so that the direct effect of the different
number of nodes can be examined. We performed two tests: (1) simulating insertions
alone or deletions alone and (2) simulating both insertions and deletions with varying
relative rates. Test 1 is intended to show the effect of the indel placement paradigms
of each sequence simulation method. Test 2 is intended to show the effect of the indel












((((node0:2, node2:0):2, node4:0):2, node6:0):2, node8:0);





Figure 3.5: The four simple guide trees and their corresponding Newick formats used
to test indel simulation schemes. These have 0, 1, 3, and 7 branching points for Trees
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Note that at each branching point (or node), one branch
is given a zero length branch, as shown in the Newick format. The total length of
the guide tree is set to 8 substitutions per site. Branching points are named from
“node0” (at the root) to “node8.” During the simulation, sequences are saved at each
internal node as well as terminal nodes, and used for indel analysis.
are simulated properly, all simulation runs are expected to return similar numbers
of insertions or deletions regardless of the number of internal nodes, since all four
guide trees have identical lengths. Differing results between guide trees implies that
adding branching points (nodes) affects the remainder of evolution, which is clearly
undesirable.
3.1.8 Protein superfamily comparison
To present the sequence simulation capabilities of iSGv2.0, we simulated the calycin-
superfamily proteins. We performed the simulation using iSGv2.0, ROSE, and iSGv1.0,




































































































































Figure 3.6: Simulation of the calycin protein superfamily using ROSE, iSGv1.0, and
iSGv2.0. The phylogeny at the top is the guide tree used for the simulation. The
signature motifs for each protein sequence (SCR1, SCR2, SCR3, and avidin) are listed
by the UniProt protein IDs. Where the motifs are gained or lost are illustrated on the
tree by black or gray symbols, respectively. The regular expression patterns defining
these motifs are listed below the tree. In the output alignments, lowercase letters
indicate non-motif positions, while uppercase letters belong to motifs. Each motif is
boxed in the alignment, and the identity of the motif is given by the corresponding
symbols at the top of the alignment.
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3.1.8.1 Experimental setup
We sampled two sequences each from the avidins, MPIs, two subfamilies of out-
lier lipocalins, and four subfamilies of kernel lipocalins. The base alignment of these
sequences was obtained using PROMALS3D [66] with manual adjustment. The align-
ment, along with the annotated beta-strands and motifs, is given in Figure 3.3. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows the phylogeny reconstructed using proml from Phylip version 3.68 [27].
Based on the phylogeny, we determined the most likely scenario of motif gain and
loss as follows: (1) SCR1 was gained before the divergence of the lipocalin family,
and subsequently lost in the alpha-1-acid glycoprotein lineage; (2) SCR2 and SCR3
were gained before the divergence of the kernel lipocalin family; and (3) the avidin
motif was gained after the avidin family was diverged from the MPI family. SCR1
and the avidin motifs are obtained from PROSITE regular expressions PS00213 and
PS00577, respectively [79]. For SCR2 and SCR3, we gathered the motif alignments in
the PRINTS database (the lipocalin family motifs 2 and 3; PR00179) [4], and calcu-
lated the percentage of each amino acid in each column of the alignment. The regular
expression patterns were generated using amino acids with at least 5% representation
as the acceptable residue set for each alignment position. Figure 3.6 lists these regu-
lar expressions. Using the guide tree shown in Figure 3.6, we simulated the calycin
superfamily evolution. We specified the template for the input sequences based on
the secondary structures of the sequence, and specified four motifs: SCR1, SCR2,
SCR3, and the avidin motif. Since iSGv1.0 and ROSE do not have the ability to
conserve specific lineages, we chose to conserve the motifs in the global invariable and
the I +γ arrays, respectively. We conserved fixed-length regions using the invariable
array option that forbids indels between sites and held sites with single acceptable
states as invariable for all methods. All specifications are available in Figure 3.3. We
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simulated 100 datasets for each method.
3.1.8.2 Indel statistics
To test the minimum and maximum subsequence constaints (template) in iSGv2.0,
we flagged insertions and deletions in ROSE and iSGv1.0 that broke minimum and
maximum subsequence constraints. In order to do this, the template constraints
needed to be introduced to each method. It was possible for iSGv1.0 by simulating
within the iSGv2.0 template framework. However, we were unable to incorporate
ROSE in the iSGv2.0 framework. For ROSE, to detect template-breaking indels
we inspected the true MSA including ancestral sequences. From this alignment, we
traversed all root-to-tip paths, examining the regions corresponding to the templated
subsequences. When we found an unacceptable number of residues in a region, we
counted one template-breaking indel. If the descendant sequences had a region shorter
or longer than the corresponding template, we counted another template-breaking
indel only if the indel pattern (gap columns) was different from the ancestral sequence.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Test 1: Insertions alone or deletions alone
Our first test was to run insertion-only and deletion-only simulations. Indel lengths
were fixed with 1, 2, 4, and 8 residues or bases. We measured the performance of
each method by (1) the length of the “true” MSA for insertions, where the number
of sites inserted is equal to the alignment length minus 1000, and (2) the number of
characters remaining in the output sequence for deletions.
Figure 3.7 shows the test results. The number of internal nodes in the guide
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tree had an adverse effect on the performance of SIMPROT, iSGv1.0, ROSE, and
MySSP (only in the case of insertions). As a side effect of their continuous modeling
of indels, overestimation of deletions (Figure 3.7A and B) and underestimation of
insertions (Figure 3.7C and D) are clearly shown with fewer numbers of internal nodes.
These methods calculate the expected number of indel events without adjusting the
sequence length when an event occurs. DAWG, iSGv2.0, and EvolveAGene3 show
no or very slight effects in indel numbers. For DAWG and iSGv2.0, this is because
sequence lengths are adjusted dynamically along the branch. The unaffected results
by EvolveAGene3 are likely due to the fact that this method treats branch lengths as
the number of mutation-event tests that occur along a branch. For our purpose, we
set the branch length to 8000 mutation-event tests (1000-character sequence with each
site undergoing 8 substitutions). EvolveAGene3 also forbids overlapping insertions
and deletions, effectively reducing the deletion rates with larger deletions. This effect
can be seen in Table 3.1, where more characters are left after simulations with larger
deletion sizes. Because of the constant insertion and deletion probabilities set in
EvolveAGene3 and our removal of codon constraints in EvolveAGene3, the lengths
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Figure 3.7: Indel simulation performance among the seven methods (Test 1). Correct
simulations are expected to produce a plot with a horizontal line. (A) Size-1 deletions,
(B) size-2 deletions, (C) size-4 deletions, (D) size-8 deletions, (E) size-1 insertions,
(F) size-2 insertions, (G) size-4 insertions, (H) size-8 insertions. The test statistics
(characters left for deletion-only tests and true alignment lengths for insertion-only
tests) and the coefficients of variation are shown in Table 3.1. The standard deviations
for each data point are shown in Table 3.2. The average values obtained from 100
simulations are plotted.
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Table 3.1: The data points and coefficient of variation for the plots in Figure 3.7.
Method
DAWG iSGv1 iSGv2 ROSE MySSP EAG SIMPROT
# Branch Segments ins del ins del ins del ins del ins del ins del ins del
indel length 1
1 1173.3 853.2 1160.2 841.6 1172.7 853.9 1159.2 838.6 1172.9 856.3 1133.3 121.1 1144.3 853.2
2 1171.8 851.0 1166.9 847.0 1173.5 852.1 1168.8 845.8 1183.8 854.7 1131.9 118.2 1172.3 859.7
4 1174.3 853.0 1170.9 847.5 1173.9 851.6 1170.7 847.2 1185.5 855.6 1133.3 120.7 1180.6 859.9
8 1174.0 851.9 1173.2 850.3 1173.1 851.9 1169.0 850.6 1189.8 854.3 1133.2 118.8 1184.8 859.9
σ2/µ 0.001 0.001 0.021 0.012 0.000 0.001 0.017 0.023 0.033 0.001 0.000 0.013 0.213 0.010
indel length 2
1 1377.4 726.5 1317.2 681.3 1371.4 725.7 1323.2 681.5 1341.8 697.5 1268.0 148.7 1300.9 700.5
2 1377.7 728.5 1341.4 706.5 1376.0 725.9 1352.3 703.5 1364.8 690.8 1263.1 147.4 1347.0 719.8
4 1378.4 726.1 1364.1 715.8 1375.8 727.1 1354.8 714.2 1382.0 695.8 1270.1 147.9 1371.7 721.5
8 1382.3 727.6 1374.6 720.9 1378.4 726.2 1368.1 719.9 1389.8 694.1 1266.6 148.7 1389.6 731.2
σ2/µ 0.003 0.001 0.362 0.329 0.005 0.000 0.199 0.306 0.247 0.009 0.005 0.002 0.821 0.172
indel length 4
1 1892.5 530.0 1638.3 357.6 1905.3 526.3 1644.8 357.1 1669.0 373.8 1527.4 201.5 1590.0 401.2
2 1903.4 524.7 1742.0 458.6 1907.6 521.9 1747.0 461.5 1768.6 378.6 1528.6 201.7 1729.3 486.8
4 1892.4 527.1 1817.4 504.0 1906.4 522.7 1816.4 494.8 1839.8 381.9 1532.4 201.7 1831.5 510.1
8 1893.1 526.6 1847.8 506.8 1899.0 522.0 1846.0 517.3 1878.6 381.6 1533.4 199.3 1875.5 519.5
σ2/µ 0.011 0.007 3.710 7.978 0.006 0.006 3.398 8.230 3.552 0.028 0.004 0.005 6.868 4.546
indel length 8
1 3605.4 275.4 2289.8 8.0 3601.5 282.2 2282.7 0.0 2307.2 32.7 2070.9 228.7 2182.5 31.4
2 3657.0 277.9 2710.9 136.9 3570.2 274.7 2690.5 136.4 2766.2 32.2 2083.8 229.2 2645.3 146.9
4 3604.7 276.0 3041.1 213.6 3605.4 275.0 3041.8 213.8 3073.5 31.4 2062.1 228.0 3076.1 214.3
8 3630.1 275.0 3285.0 245.6 3619.2 282.5 3293.4 247.0 3304.5 32.3 2065.4 226.1 3301.4 245.5
σ2/µ 0.13 0.00 49.23 55.48 0.09 0.05 51.16 60.56 48.69 0.01 0.03 0.01 65.40 42.27
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Table 3.2: Standard deviations for each data point in Figure 3.7.
MySSP EvolveAGene3 SIMPROT ROSE
deletion-only:
# branch segments (A) (B) (C) (D) (A) (B) (C) (D) (A) (B) (C) (D) (A) (B) (C) (D)
1 13.00 26.82 53.77 21.44 28.19 18.43 24.96 27.47 12.80 23.21 42.92 32.64 11.82 24.98 49.87 0.100
2 12.06 24.62 51.73 18.81 30.12 17.63 23.53 28.84 10.64 20.37 34.46 50.48 12.03 22.14 35.85 58.12
4 14.15 29.62 55.09 18.37 30.68 18.01 24.84 28.73 12.39 20.27 27.91 39.42 11.04 17.20 34.38 46.23
8 12.37 29.70 59.10 18.03 31.21 17.96 25.21 28.78 10.47 21.05 37.51 42.05 10.29 21.87 37.26 39.52
insertion-only:
# branch segments (E) (F) (G) (H) (E) (F) (G) (H) (E) (F) (G) (H) (E) (F) (G) (H)
1 13.71 30.74 54.27 114.0 12.43 20.25 45.46 92.17 12.28 22.83 59.06 95.35 12.03 24.24 46.99 106.6
2 13.96 34.04 72.40 159.3 12.23 24.06 41.94 82.51 17.58 29.18 58.49 137.5 12.09 26.03 59.69 148.1
4 14.16 39.74 82.19 172.8 11.60 21.81 47.86 82.72 15.77 34.01 68.70 199.0 13.54 30.70 61.85 181.6
8 16.93 35.02 80.22 237.5 11.68 22.18 48.60 97.57 17.77 32.05 77.90 230.8 13.30 28.44 78.15 257.7
iSGv1.0 DAWG iSGv2.0
deletion-only:
# branch segments (A) (B) (C) (D) (A) (B) (C) (D) (A) (B) (C) (D)
1 10.68 24.65 44.73 0.000 11.55 19.92 33.88 40.38 11.72 19.34 30.03 40.30
2 10.46 20.52 38.43 46.00 11.45 18.09 31.08 32.81 13.00 20.31 28.95 43.40
4 11.52 21.40 34.19 42.49 11.36 19.77 31.78 43.19 10.44 20.92 31.77 38.81
8 10.56 19.21 35.89 35.86 11.27 17.59 30.59 38.41 12.30 20.48 32.66 41.66
insertion-only:
# branch segments (E) (F) (G) (H) (E) (F) (G) (H) (E) (F) (G) (H)
1 10.40 21.88 45.52 87.20 14.70 32.06 83.93 286.0 13.96 33.29 79.31 286.0
2 11.76 26.01 59.44 151.9 14.46 32.91 89.25 261.0 12.23 28.26 84.11 258.5
4 12.81 28.75 65.68 180.2 14.23 33.45 75.62 257.1 14.05 32.87 75.36 250.5
8 15.28 30.34 83.02 225.2 13.51 32.48 82.34 280.7 13.55 29.50 91.90 287.1
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These results show that iSGv2.0 and DAWG performed appropriately, producing
consistent results regardless of the number of internal nodes. EvolveAGene3 also
behaved appropriately according to its own indel model. iSGv1.0, ROSE, SIMPROT,
and MySSP are all affected by the number of internal nodes, producing artificially
high or low rates for deletions or insertions, respectively.
3.2.2 Test2: Including both insertions and deletions with
various Pins and Pdel
To further examine the effect of indel models, we simulated both insertions and dele-
tions using the Zipfian distribution [15] with five methods: DAWG, ROSE, SIM-
PROT, iSGv1.0, and iSGv2.0. We simulated three scenarios: (1) Pins = 0.01 and
Pdel = 0.03, (2) Pins = 0.02 and Pdel = 0.02, and (3) Pins = 0.03 and Pdel = 0.01,
where Pins and Pdel are the number of insertions and deletions per substitution, respec-
tively. We chose to use the Zipfian distribution since it is an empirically determined
length distribution for insertion and deletion events. For MySSP, which implements a
length distribution that is normally distributed based on the mean indel length given
by the user, we used the expected indel length of 2.082, which is based on the Zipfian
distribution with a maximum indel size of 10. EvolveAGene3 was excluded from this
test because changing Pins and Pdel fundamentally alters the indel creation method
in EvolveAGene3. In this test, an event counter reporting the numbers of insertions
and deletions that occurred during the simulation was added to each method. Since
we were unable to obtain the source code for MySSP, we calculated the number of
events as follows. Each gap in the root sequence in the true MSA is the effect of an
insertion in the descendant sequences, and likewise, each gap in the tip sequence is the
result of a deletion in the ancestral sequence. To obtain the number of insertion and
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deletion events, we tallied the total number of gaps in the root and tip sequences, re-
spectively, and divided that number by the mean indel size. We measured the quality
of indel simulation by comparing the numbers of insertions and deletions generated.
We calculated the coefficient of variation (σ2/µ), which is dimensionless and makes
results from different simulation methods comparable. If σ2/µ ≈ 0, it means that the
simulation method behaved similarly between the guide trees (no effect of different
number of nodes). A larger σ2/µ suggests that the simulation method performed
differently between the guide trees with different number of nodes.
Figure 3.8 and Table 3.3 show the results of this test. As expected, the numbers
of insertions and deletions generated are affected by the insertion and deletion prob-
abilities. For iSGv1.0 and ROSE, when Pins 6= Pdel, the number of internal nodes
affects both the numbers of insertions and deletions. SIMPROT, as a result of their
multiple-hit correction feature, shows much more drastic effects with the internal-
node numbers than iSGv1.0 and ROSE when the insertion rate is larger than the
deletion rate (Pins = 0.03 and Pdel = 0.01). Such effects are not shown when the
deletion rate is larger (Pins = 0.01 and Pdel = 0.03). MySSP shows increasing num-
bers of indels for each test, with the most drastic change occurring when Pins = 0.03
and Pdel = 0.01. This behavior can be better understood using the results of Test 1,
where in the case of insertions, the sequence length grows as more internal nodes are
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Figure 3.8: Test 2 results with different insertion/deletion probability ratios. For
each method, the total numbers of insertions (dark bars) and deletions (light bars)
generated are shown for simulation experiments using the guide trees with different
numbers of segments (see Figure 3.5. Note that for MySSP we used the average
expected value of the Zipfian distribution to obtain the results. For all methods, the
average values obtained from 100 simulations are used.
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Table 3.3: The effects of internal-node numbers with varying insertion and deletion rates among methodsa.
σ2/µ
MySSP SIMPROT DAWG iSGv1.0 iSGv2.0 ROSE
ins del ins del ins del ins del ins del ins del
(A) Pins = 0.01, Pdel = 0.03 0.145 0.433 0.003 0.012 0.015 0.004 0.216 0.726 0.021 0.002 0.226 0.734
(B) Pins = 0.02, Pdel = 0.02 0.507 0.417 0.380 0.435 0.014 0.002 0.004 0.001 0.022 0.007 0.003 0.000
(C) Pins = 0.03, Pdel = 0.01 4.871 1.675 2.736 0.757 0.006 0.003 0.734 0.295 0.005 0.031 0.816 0.265
a ins: insertion, del: deletion.
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Table 3.3 summarizes the degree of variation (σ2/µ) in the numbers of insertions
and deletions among Test 2 experiments. For iSGv1.0 and ROSE, we note that the
variation in the number of insertion and deletion events is higher trending towards
the dominant event-probability as shown in Figure 3.8, while MySSP shows high
variability in all tests, although it is most pronounced when the relative insertion
rate is high. SIMPROT also shows high variation when Pins = 0.03 and Pdel = 0.01
or Pins = Pdel, although it is comparable with iSGv2.0 and DAWG when Pins = 0.01
and Pdel = 0.03. When Pins = Pdel, the indel models of iSGv1.0 and ROSE appear
to be affected very little by internal node numbers. Note that when Pins = Pdel,
iSGv2.0 and DAWG show slightly larger values than iSGv1.0 and ROSE. This is
a consequence of the larger number of steps with indel events and sequence length
evaluations performed by these methods. Simulation as a random walk increases
the variance in sequence length at each step. DAWG and iSGv2.0 take much larger
numbers of steps (600 and 1024, respectively) compared to at most eight steps taken
by all other simulators. We confirmed this result by varying the number of steps
taken by iSGv2.0 (data not shown).
3.2.3 Example application for a protein superfamily
simulation
Figure 3.6 shows examples of “true alignment” output obtained from ROSE, iSGv1.0
and iSGv2.0. As shown in Table 3.4, iSGv2.0 correctly conserved 80.98% of the
sequence positions, while iSGv1.0 and ROSE, both of which cannot conserve sets of
characters, correctly modeled only 61.82% and 61.88% of the positions, respectively.
Of the different motifs, iSGv2.0 perfectly conserved all sites of SCR1 (see Figure 3.6).
This is because this motif was present in the root alignment and conserved from
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the beginning of the simulation run along the lipocalin lineage. For other motifs,
all substitutions were accepted until the motif became effective later in the tree,
after which only substitutions conforming to the position-specific constraints were
accepted.
Table 3.4: Performance comparison among iSGv1.0, ROSE, and iSGv2.0 for the calycin
superfamily simulationa.
iSGv1.0 ROSE iSGv2.0 Input alignment
Percent sequence identity 19.78 17.72 14.62 15.65
Percent motif positions conserved 61.82 61.88 80.98 –
Number of template violating indelsb 13.18 19.91 0 –
Number of rejected indelsc NA NA 0.38 –
a Statistics for iSGv1.0, ROSE, and iSGv2.0 are averages from 100 simulations.
b The number of indels that produced subsequences that were larger or smaller than
the maximum or minimum values given by the template specified for iSGv2.0.
c A rejected indel occurs when a scan of the sequence returns no positions in which
an indel can be placed because of subsequence size constraints imposed by the
template. NA: not available.
d Approximate values inferred from the sequences as given in the true MSA including
internal nodes in the guide tree.
We observed multiple side effects due to the restrictions imposed by the qua-
ternary invariable and I +γ arrays of iSGv1.0 and ROSE, respectively. As seen in
Figure 3.6, conserved motifs in the MSA appeared as “islands” where indels were
absent. Additionally, invariable sites such as the GXW region of SCR1 were con-
served for the entire column of the alignment, despite the fact that it should only be
conserved among kernel lipocalins and the outlier lipocalin family of odorant-binding
proteins (OBPs). iSGv1.0 also simulated fewer indels, which is a side effect of the
number of alignment positions that contain motif positions, reducing the number of
accepting positions for indels. It appears that ROSE uses the absolute number of
residues in the sequence to calculate the overall probability of an indel for a branch,
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regardless of the number of non-accepting sites for indels. Differences in the indel
placements between iSGv1.0 and ROSE versus iSGv2.0 are also evident. As shown in
Figure 3.6, iSGv2.0 has a much higher number of indels along the N- and C-terminal
regions of the alignment. This is because these regions had only weak constraints on
their sizes: The N-terminal was constrained to 10 to 43 residues and the C-terminal
10 to 30 residues. During the simulation process, iSGv2.0 determined the size of the
indel, and based on both template and motif constraints searched the sequences to
find regions that could accept the indel. Most of the larger indels tended to fall in
the least constrained regions. Since neither iSGv1.0 nor ROSE has such constraint
capabilities, indels were placed wherever they were not forbidden by the quaternary
invariable and I +γ arrays. Furthermore, the superfamily fold could not be modeled
by either iSGv1.0 or ROSE. They placed an average of 13.18 and 19.91 template-
breaking indels, respectively (Table 3.4). iSGv2.0 upheld the template restrictions.
On average 0.35 indels per simulation run were rejected using iSGv2.0 because there
were limited acceptable positions for indels due to template constraints.
The input MSA (Figure 3.3) had an average pairwise sequence identity of 15.65%
(Table 3.4). The 20–35% range of sequence identity or lower is the so-called twilight
zone of sequence identity [72], which is often seen among proteins belonging to highly
divergent families. iSGv1.0, ROSE, and iSGv2.0 simulated datasets in this range,
with the average values over 100 runs of 19.78%, 17.72%, and 14.62%, respectively.
The difference in sequence identities between iSGv1.0 and ROSE versus iSGv2.0 is
explained by the global conservation of invariable sites by iSGv1.0 and ROSE, even
for sequences without the lineage-specific motifs. iSGv1.0 and ROSE both showed
a lower percent motif positions conserved (Table 3.4) indicating that some positions




Good sequence evolution simulation requires not only realistic event simulation through
substitution, insertion, and deletion, but also needs realistic constraint enforcement
and heterogeneous evolution among between subsequences and among subtrees. In
this study, we showed that while many of current simulation methods introduce inser-
tion and deletion events, only iSGv2.0 and DAWG have robust models. We introduced
a formal model of functional constraints on substitution and indel events. We im-
proved the modeling of sequence evolution by fixing indel evolution, incorporating
novel functional constraints for motif conservation and subsequence length preserva-
tion, and improved heterogeneous sequence evolution and lineage-specific evolution.
iSGv2.0 also added modeling of coding and non-coding DNA evolution.
We showed that the majority of indel-simulating programs incorporate indel mod-
els that do not account for sequence-length variations during the branch evolution.
They introduce bias into the results of the sequence simulation, although such biases
are not evident when insertion and deletion frequencies are equal. We also showed
that adding subsequence-length constraints and motif constraints allows iSGv2.0 to




Gaps occurring in a MSA are interpreted as either (1) a non-homologous gain of
characters (insertion) in a sequence other than the sequence containing the gap, or
(2) the loss of a subsequence (deletion) in the sequence containing the gap. In either
case, we infer that an event occurred in a single, discrete position for each sequence;
i.e., between two characters in the sequence containing the gap, regardless of the
length of the insertions or deletions. In the alignment of a gap region, the ungapped
subsequence is aligned with i gap characters. In order to constrain gap sizes to
one character, we introduce a binary array that represents the positions between
consecutive characters in the sequence. In this array, we represent the existence of
gaps between each pair of consecutive characters for each sequence in an MSA in a
technique we refer to as “gap profiling.” The advantage of this representation is that
the lengths of gaps do not affect the representation, as all gaps are represented as a
single character state.
After creating the representation of gaps for both true and reconstructed MSAs,
the reconstructed MSA gap profiles can be compared to the gap profiles of the true
MSA. From this we can calculate both the specificity and the sensitivity of the gap
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placements. We then develop gap profile score by rewarding sensitive gap placements,
while penalizing low specificity.
The gap profile score is a novel representation of indel placement in MSAs, and is
a first step in assessing the gap penalty schemes implemented in alignment methods,
potentially leading to improved schemes, ultimately leading to better MSA method
performance. Along with better MSA performance, gap profiling can improve sec-
ondary analyses by providing a starting point for manual alignment – a scoring metric
based on the accuracy of placing gaps in the alignment. The value of the quality mea-
sures produced by MSA scoring metrics may lead to better alignments, but their value
in secondary studies, such as phylogenetic tree reconstruction, is unknown. The lack
of knowledge of the phylogenetic history of sequences in the benchmark datasets has
blocked the ability to test the values returned by MSA method scoring metrics versus
the reliability of phylogenetic topological inferences.
In this chapter, we begin by simulating a new benchmark dataset to assess the gap
profile score using indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0 [86] to obtain a variety of datasets that
have a known evolutionary history and the true MSA with known indel locations. We
compare the gap profile score against commonly used MSA scoring metrics, the sum
of pairs (SPS, or Q) and total column (TC) scores [93], the shift score [18], and the
Modeler score (fM) [75]. Finally, we compare the scores returned by the Q score and
the gap profile score against the phylogenetic reconstruction accuracy to determine if
there is a correlation between the MSA accuracy (with respect to the scoring method
metric) and phylogenetic tree reconstruction.
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4.1 Methods
Calculating gap profile scores, like other MSA quality scores, requires both a true
MSA, MTrue, and a reconstructed MSA, MRecon. The calculation of gap profiles for
MTrue is no different than MRecon; thus, for the following discussion, we will include
the superscripts only when necessary, otherwise referring only to the MSA M .
4.1.1 Construction of Benchmark Datasets
In order to test MSA scoring metrics, we require a benchmark dataset that has no
uncertainty in the placement of characters, or in the case of the gap profile score, gaps.
Current benchmarks using data derived from extant taxa are commonly judged based
on well-conserved (non-gapped) regions, making them unsuitable for this purpose. To
rectify this shortcoming, we create a nucleotide sequence benchmark dataset using the
sequence simulation method indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0 [86]. We simulated non-coding
nucleotides with low substitution rates with high insertion and deletion probabilities,
using the generalized time reversible substitution matrix with among-site rate hetero-
geneity modeled by the Gamma density function (GTR+ Γ). We set the nucleotide
frequencies equal to those found in the Nematode Tree of Life project [101], as used in
Liu et al. [53]. In the simulation framework, we vary five parameters: The insertion
and deletion rates, the tree topology, tree length, indel size, and number of taxa, as
listed in Table 4.1. We use the balanced and pectinate tree topologies, in order to
cover the two extremes of evolutionary relatedness between taxa: i.e., any particular
random tree falls somewhere in between these two tree types. The balanced tree gives
a view of gene-family-like evolution, where each branching point is a new subfamily.
In such a tree, nearly half of the insertions and deletions will be shared by more
than one descendant sequence. In the ladder-like pectinate tree, fewer indels will be
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shared. Table 4.2 shows the comparison of balanced and pectinate trees used in this
study.
Table 4.1: List of parameters and reconstruction methods used for dataset creation.
Parameter Values taken
Tree type balanced or pectinate (both ultrametric)
Tree lengtha 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
Number of taxa 8, 16, 32, 64
Pins:Pdel
b 0.0:0.2, 0.05:0.15, 0.1:0.1, 0.15:0.05, 0.2:0.0
Indel size 1, 2, 5, 10
Methodsc ClustalW2.0 [50], MAFFT [48]d, Muscle3.7 [24], ProbCons [20]
a Tree length is the root to tip length of the tree, where the length is in substitu-
tions per site.
b Pins and Pdel are the probabilities of insertion and deletion, respectively, per
substitution.
c We use the default settings of each method, unless otherwise noted.
d MAFFT is run using the --linsi option.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of balanced and pectinate trees, as shown in Figure 1.6.
Number of taxa in tree
8b 16b 32b 64b
bal pec bal pec bal pec bal pec
Tree lengtha:
0.25 1.167 1.250 1.875 2.250 3.100 4.250 5.250 8.250
0.50 2.330 2.500 3.750 4.500 6.200 8.500 10.50 16.50
0.75 3.500 3.750 5.625 6.750 9.300 12.75 15.75 24.75
1.00 4.670 5.000 7.500 9.000 12.40 17.00 21.00 33.00
Percent length difference 0.933c 0.833c 0.729c 0.636c
Ratio of evolution performed in internal tree branchesd 0.429 0.171 0.467 0.104 0.484 0.057 0.492 0.030
a The tree length is defined as the sum of the branch lengths for root-to-tip paths.
b Number of taxa in the balanced (bal) and pectinate (pec) trees.
c The ratio of length difference is calculated by dividing the summed length of all branches in the balanced tree by the
summed length of all branches in the pectinate tree.
d This measure gives the ratio of the simulation where indels will be shared by more than one taxon (homologous indels
created), calculated as the sum of branches with more than one descendant divided by the total length of all branches in
the tree.
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4.1.2 Gap Profile Score
Calculating the gap profile score is done in three steps. First, the gap profiles need to
be calculated forMTrue andMRecon. After all gap profiles are calculated, we measure
the sensitivity and specificity of the MRecon versus MTrue. Finally, we the calculate
gap profile scores.
4.1.2.1 Profiling Gaps
The gap profiling method is designed to work on pairwise alignments of sequences.
Given the MSA M with N sequences (S1...SN), we profile gaps on all pairs of se-
quences (Si, Sj), where i, j = 1...N . In this section, we will profile the pairwise
alignment between two general sequences, sequence Si and sequence Sj, where i 6= j.





0 . . . b
Si,Sj
|Si|




1 if a ‘− ’ appears between Si(x− 1) and Si(x)
0 otherwise.
(4.1)
for each position x ∈ Si, where Si(x) denotes the xth character in sequence Si. An
example of the calculation of gap profiles GPMSi,Sj and GP
M
Sj ,Si
is shown in Figure 4.1.
We repeat the process for all pairs of sequences, obtaining the set of N × N gap
profiles for the MSA M , as shown in Figure 4.2.
4.1.2.2 Sensitivity and Specificity
After calculating the gap profiles, we measure the gap placement accuracy of each




To accomplish this, we define two measures: gap placement sensitivity and gap place-
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Figure 4.1: Counting the two gap profiles for the pairwise alignment of sequences Si



















Figure 4.2: The N ×N gap profiles that explain gapping pattern for the MSA M .
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ment specificity as follows. Sensitivity measures proximity of gapping patternMRecon
against MTrue, while the specificity measures the over- or underabundance of gaps in
MRecon against MTrue.
To calculate the sensitivity, we examine each b
Si,Sj
x ∈ GP TrueSi,Sj where b
Si,Sj
x = 1
and x = 0 . . . |Si|. We search for the minimum value of d such that bˆ
Si,Sj
x±d = 1, d =





and w is the maximum search distance(w =
2 in Figure 4.3C). Once the closest gap is located in GPReconSi,Sj , we increment the
corresponding bin d in the sensitivity array. Likewise, for the specificity array, we
examine each bˆ
Si,Sj
x ∈ GPReconSi,Sj such that bˆ
Si,Sj








x±d = 1, and increment the dth bin in the specificity
array. Figure 4.3 depicts the process of calculating the sensitivity and specificity
from the true and reconstructed gap profiles of sequence Si when aligned with Sj .
This process is repeated for all gap profile pairs in M . All counts for gap profile
comparisons are summed in the sensitivity and specificity arrays.
4.1.2.3 Calculating Gap Profile Scores
We measure the ability of MSA reconstruction methods to correctly place indels by
plotting the sensitivity versus the specificity similar to ROC described in 1.4.2: Using
decision lines, placed before d = 0 in the sensitivity histogram (DLsn0 ) and after d = w
for the specificity histogram (DLspw ), we plot the proportion of all counts before DL
sn
0











w−1, where ‘→’ indicates the shift in position of
the decision line. After this shift, we plot the proportion of counts above DLsn1 and





pair, (1, 1)), yielding a ROC-like plot of the sensitivity and specificity, as shown for
w = 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 in the left column of Figure 4.4. We calculate the
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(A)
Gap Profiles, Si vs. Sj
x = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
GP TrueSi,Sj 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
GPReconSi,Sj 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
(B)
Sensitivity calculation
x = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Gap 1, x = 4 1 0 1
Gap 2, x = 7 0
Specificity calculation
x = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Gap 1, x = 2 1 0 1 2
Gap 2, x = 5 1 0 1
Gap 3, x = 7 0
(C)
d = 0 1 2 > 2
Sensitivity 1 1 0 0
Specificity 1 1 0 1
Figure 4.3: Calculating specificity and sensitivity. (A) The gap profiles for MTrue
MRecon for sequence Si when compared to Sj (GP
True
Si,Sj
andGPReconSi,Sj ). (B) Counting the
distance of gaps from GP TrueSi,Sj and GP
Recon
Si,Sj
for sensitivity and specificity calculation.
Positions of the search space correspond with (A). A distance d = 0 starts where the
gap is found. If the corresponding position in the comparison gap profile is not one,
d is incremented, and the gap profile values at positions x± d are checked, and so on
until a corresponding position either contains a value of one or d = w. Numbers in
italics denote that a corresponding gap has been found, ending the search. (C) The
sensitivity and specificity arrays after finishing the comparison between GP TrueSi,Sj and
GPReconSi,Sj .
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area under the curve to obtain the gap profile score. To make the gap profile score
more sensitive/specific, we increase/decrease the size of w, respectively, as shown in
Figure 4.4. We refer to the gap profile score using a maximum gap distance of w as
GPw for the remainder of this study.
4.1.3 MSA Scoring Technique Comparison
All MSA scoring metrics compare reconstructed MSAs against benchmark datasets.
As described in Chapter 1, currently available MSA scoring metrics fall into three
categories based on the metric criteria: (1) pairwise character matching, (2) columnar
matching, and (3) structural matching. Since we use simulated datasets that do
not have structural information, we do not use MSA scoring metrics that require
structural information. We compare performances between the GPw score and four
commonly used MSA scoring metrics: the sum of pairs (SPS; orQ) score, total column
score (TC), the shift-score [18], and the Modelers score (fM) [75].
Pairwise character matching (Q, shift, and fM scores) and pairwise indel matching
(the GPw score) examine each pair of sequences and output the statistics based on
how well the pairs are matched. The shift score is a pairwise proximity-based measure
that assigns positive scores to sequences that have a small shift in homologous pairs,
but also allows for negative scores to be assigned for placing homologous pairs very
distantly in the alignment. The TC is the columnar matching score. The TC score
is a strict measure that assigns a correct score to a match only if all nucleotides
in the column are correctly matched. Figure 4.5 shows a matrix representation of
the different MSA-scoring metric characterizations. Note that the majority of scores

























































































































































Figure 4.4: Comparison of the gap profile scores with respect to the maximum gap
distance (w) for (A) ClustalW2.0, (B) MAFFT-linsi, (C) Muscle3.7, and (D) Prob-
Cons. Left : Sensitivity versus specificity curves for different window sizes. Note that
maximum gap distances of 500 and 1000 may not be visible, as they return near per-
fect scores, and as such are superimposed with the axes. Right : gap profile score for
maximum gap distances 1. . . 50, 100, 250, and 500. The represented benchmark con-
dition of this example is a balanced tree of 16 taxa and a length of 0.75 substitutions




Characters fM Total Column
Data shift
Type
Indels gap profile score
Figure 4.5: Categories of MSA-scoring metrics.
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4.1.3.1 Scoring Method Implementation
We use two implementations of the scoring methods: baliscore [97], which im-
plements the SPS and the TC score (called the “Column score” in the implemented
version) and qscore [23], which implements the Q score (same as SPS), the TC score,
the shift score, and the Modelers score (fM).
Both packages contain implementations of the SPS and TC score. These imple-
mentations do not perform identically, which will negatively affect our analyses. The
baliscore implementation of the SPS metric will, in instances, report a value of less
than 1.0 (the perfect score) for alignments that are perfect [46]. The qscore package
fixes this issue [22]. The qscore implementation of the TC score, however, counts
a column as correct if and only if all the characters in the reference alignment are
aligned in the test alignment, while the baliscore TC score implementation does
not. In baliscore, a column that is gapped in the reference alignment but not in
the test alignment is counted as correct [22]. Since these packages have been used to
score MSA methods in their publications, we first examine how these inconsistencies
affect the alignments.
4.1.3.2 Scoring Metric Comparison
New scoring metrics add utility only if they measure different parameters than the
existing metrics. For example, if all residues are aligned correctly, then all gaps must
also be correctly aligned. In such cases, the SPS is a sufficient alignment goodness
measure, and the GPw score would only confirm what is already known. In order to
evaluate how different scoring metrics quantify the accuracy of alignments differently,
we calculate the scores over all reconstructed MSAs using different scoring metrics
and examine the correlation.
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4.1.4 Multiple Sequence Alignment Programs
We compare the values returned by the MSA scoring metrics using four MSA re-
construction methods: ClustalW2.0 [50], MAFFT L-INS-i [47], Muscle3.7 [24], and
ProbCons [20]. As shown in Figure 1.2, the progressive alignment schemes employed
by each of these methods produce significantly different gapping patterns. While
we suspect that these gapping patterns produce significant differences to the GPw
metric, we also examine how the different alignments affect the scores returned by
character-based scoring metrics.
4.1.4.1 Statistics Calculation
We calculate the statistics listed in Table 4.3 for each alignment dataset (20 replicates
per dataset). The Hamming distances are calculated by counting all pairwise, non-
gap matches in each column and dividing it by the number of comparisons made. We
also gather the length of contiguous indels and the length of contiguous characters.
The length of contiguous characters is defined as the length of a non-gapped stretch of
characters in the MSA. The length of contiguous indels is defined likewise for stretches
of indels. The statistics for each dataset is calculated over the 20 replicates. Using
these measures, we gain a general understanding of MSA gapping patterns without
having to examine each MSA individually.
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Table 4.3: Statistics gathered from the alignments generated by different methods
for each dataset.
Value Statistics
µ σ Median Minimum Maximum
Number of actual insertionsa + +
Number of actual deletionsa + +
Total number of insertion characters + +
Total number deletion characters + +
Alignment length + + + +
Percent alignment gapsg + + + +
Average normalized hamming distance + + + +
Length of contiguous indels + + + + +
Length of contiguous characters + + + + +








BAliBASE total columnc + + + +
Qd + + + +
Modelerd,e + + + +
Shiftd,f + + + +
a Actual indels are the actual events, taken from the trace files of iSGv2.0.
b Accuracy of the maximum likelihood reconstructed trees using RAxML [83]
against the guide tree for the alignment.
c Computed using the baliscore package from BAliBASE 3.0 [92].
d Computed using the qscore package [24].
e The Modeler score, fM , from [75].
f From [18].
g Percent alignment gaps is the proportion of characters in the MSA that are gap
characters.
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4.1.5 MSA Scoring Methods versus Phylogenetic
Accuracies
We examine the correlation of the accuracies of MSA reconstruction methods (based
on scoring metric values) to the secondary analyses accuracies of phylogenetic trees
built on the MSAs. Phylogenetic trees are reconstructed using the maximum likeli-
hood method implemented in RAxML [83]. We set the substitution paramaters in
RAxML to the generalised time-reversible (GTR) model [91] using among site rates
of change follow that Gamma density function (GTRGAMMA for the 8, 16, and 32 taxon
datasets, while using GTRMIX for the 64 taxon dataset; recommended settings in the
RAxML manual). We compare the topologies of the reconstructed tree to the guide
trees used to create the benchmark datasets. We count the topological accuracy as
the number of correctly reconstructed tree bipartitions [70], as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.6. All branches that lead to a taxon (terminal branches) are always correct
(the bipartition of one taxon against all other taxa); therefore such bipartitions are
excluded.
4.2 Results and Discussion
The GPw scoring metric is a unique scoring metric in that it can be very stringent
(with a small w) or it can be very lenient (with a very large w), as seen in Figure 4.4.
Thus, the choice of w leads to a large difference in the outcomes of the scoring method.

















Figure 4.6: Counting topological accuracy. The true tree is the guide tree used for
simulating the dataset. The inferred tree is the maximum likelihood tree inferred
from reconstructed multiple sequence alignments. Two internal branches, “branch 1”
and “branch 2,” are non-trivial to infer: branch 1 creates the bipartition {{Taxon1,
Taxon2}, {Taxon3, Taxon4, Taxon5}} in both the true and inferred tree, while
branch 2 creates an incorrect bipartition of {{Taxon1, Taxon2, Taxon4}, {Taxon3,
Taxon5}} in the inferred tree compared to the true bipartition {{Taxon1, Taxon2,
Taxon3}, {Taxon4, Taxon5}}. Thus, the topological accuracy for this example is
0.5 (one correct branch divided by two internal branches).
4.2.1 Scoring Method Comparison
We begin by examining the differences in measuring the SPS and TC score metrics
between the qscore and baliscore packages, in particular paying attention to the
parameters in the benchmark dataset that affect the scoring method. We follow
this by examining the correlations between scoring method metrics, with a focus on
whether the GPw score we introduced provides new information.
4.2.1.1 Scoring Method Inconsistencies
Sum of pairs score (SPS): The SPS implementations in baliscore has a ten-
dency to assign higher scores to datasets than the qscore implementation. The
primary cause for this difference is the indel size of the dataset. Figure 4.7 illustrates
the two sum of pairs metrics when the indel size used to create the benchmark is
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the SPS scores from the baliscore (x-axis) and qscore
(y-axis) packages. Alignment dataset points are plotted based on the four different
indel sizes used to create the benchmark alignments: indel sizes 1 (red ‘+’), 2 (green
‘x’), 5 (blue ‘*’), and 10 (purple ‘⊡’).
squares) and 5 (blue ‘*’), where the SPS score is higher than theQ score for Muscle3.7,
MAFFT, and ProbCons. ClustalW2.0 does not display this behavior. Tree lengths
also affect the distance of each point off of the diagonal (smaller tree lengths lead to
fewer indels and are closer to the diagonal), as do the Pins:Pdel ratios (enrichment in
deletions over insertions are more distant from the diagonal; results in Appendix B).
These observations lead us to believe that the baliscore package assigns a score to
character-to-gap matches to judge how well a MSA method performs. As such, longer
trees and larger indels tend to have a much larger effect on SPS calculation, as they
will increase the proportion of gaps in the resulting alignment. Datasets enriched
in deletions also result in higher SPS scores, since deletions remove the potential
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number of positions of character-character matches, giving higher ratios of support
to the noise introduced by character-to-gap scores. This effect is observable when we
compare the plots using different Pins:Pdel ratios. Higher deletion rates correlate with
higher scores for baliscore SPS score, while higher insertion rates tend to assign the
same value as the qscore Q score.
Figure 4.8 shows the results plotted for the contiguous indel lengths versus the
baliscore and qscore metrics for each of the MSA reconstruction methods. In these
figures, “clumps” of points are created based on the indel size and the tree length
properties of the benchmark dataset for Muscle3.7, MAFFT, and ProbCons; e.g.,
smaller tree lengths (e.g., easily alignable datasets) have a clump of data points that
have high Q scores and cluster around the true length of the indel size (i.e., for the
indel size of 10, smaller tree lengths have contiguous indel length clusters that fall near
size 10). ClustalW2.0 does not create clumps of data points for benchmark datasets
with similar properties. Rather, ClustalW2.0 spreads the indel sizes continuously
with respect to tree size. The clumps of datapoints, from high Q score to low Q
score, are tree lengths of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, respectively. These results are shown
in Appendix B.
Total Column Score (TC): The TC score between the baliscore and qscore
methods is more difficult to interpret, as two cases arise: baliscore ≪ qscore and
baliscore ≫ qscore. We will address each of these separately. In Figures 4.9
and 4.10, the TC scores are compared with varied parameters.
baliscore ≪ qscore: This type of discrepency in the TC score is mostly de-
pendent on interplay between the tree type and the Pins:Pdel ratios. The qscore
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Figure 4.8: Relationships between the length of contiguous indels and the SPS values
in scoring alignments by different MSA reconstruction methods. Left: The Q score
metric. Right: The baliscore SPS metric. Alignment dataset points are plotted
based on the four different indel sizes used to create the benchmark alignments: indel
sizes 1 (red ‘+’), 2 (green ‘x’), 5 (blue ‘*’), and 10 (purple ‘⊡’).
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trees with high insertion rates, as such trees will have many columns that share gaps.
baliscore ≫ qscore: For these datasets, the tree type does not seem to mat-
ter. Rather, it is a complex interplay between three values: tree length (except in
Muscle3.7), indel size, and Pins:Pdel ratio. The MSAs that display higher baliscore
values than qscore values are made up of high ratios of deletions. This provides a
much easier task for the baliscore TC score, in that correct column will contain
many fewer residues that need to be aligned.
The baliscore and qscore package show significant differences in their imple-
mentation of SPS and TC scores. However, these differences are small in datasets with
few indels. Each measure is primarily character-based; as such, we exclude methods
that incorporate gap information, i.e., baliscore implementation of the SPS (scores
character-to-gap matches) and the qscore implementation of the TC score (counts
columns that share gaps). The measures we use, qscore Q and baliscore TC, will
be referred to as qQ and baliTC for the remainder of this study.
4.2.1.2 Independence of Measured Values
Each different scoring metric should show differences in the returned value, depending
on the type of alignments, e.g., minimal information can be gained about alignment
goodness if two scoring metrics measure very similar attributes of a given dataset. On
the other hand, if two scoring metrics measure complementary attributes, it may be
possible to combine the scoring metrics to gain a better understanding of the align-
ment goodness. It is also useful to know if a particular scoring metric is sensitive to
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the Total Column scores from the baliscore and qscore
packages, with respect to (A) tree type: balanced (red ‘+’) and pectinate (green
‘x’), and (B) Pins:Pdel ratio: 0.0-0.2 (red ‘+’), 0.05-0.15 (green ‘x’), 0.1-0.1 (blue ‘*’),
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the Total Column scores from the baliscore and qscore
packages, with respect to (A) indel size: 1 (red ‘+’), 2 (green ‘x’), 5 (blue ‘*’), and 10
(purple ‘⊡’) and (B) tree length: 0.25 (red ‘+’), 0.5 (green ‘x’), 0.75 (blue ‘*’), and 1
(purple ‘⊡’).
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Correlated Measures: If two scoring metrics provide the same measurements for
conditions, we expect to see the returned metric values on the datasets fall on the
line from (0, 0) to (1, 1) in a plot with each returned metric score on each axis. Such
is the case for the qQ score and fM (Figure 4.11D). There is also a general, although
weaker, correlation between all metrics except the baliTC score (Figure 4.11A–E). For
these metrics, it appears that the GPw score shows the lowest correlation with the
other methods, suggesting that the GPw score is affected by different attributes than
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of scoring method performances on the benchmark dataset
for ClustalW2.0 (top left), MAFFT-linsi (top right), Muscle3.7 (lower left), and Prob-
Cons (lower right). (A) Gap profile score vs. Q score. (B) gap profile score vs. fM
score. (C) gap profile score vs. total column score. (D) Q score vs. fM score. (E)
gap profile score vs. shift score.
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Table 4.4: The average root mean square deviation values for scoring metrics on
reconstructed MSAsa.
MSA method GP5 GP10 GP25 baliTC qQ fM shift
ClustalW2.0 – 0.163 0.415 0.270 0.166 0.153 0.185
GP5 MAFFT – 0.123 0.331 0.262 0.199 0.150 0.203
Muscle3.7 – 0.156 0.398 0.287 0.157 0.118 0.160
ProbCons – 0.180 0.405 0.363 0.150 0.124 0.145
ClustalW2.0 0.163 – 0.257 0.425 0.165 0.177 0.173
GP10 MAFFT 0.123 – 0.214 0.354 0.095 0.057 0.098
Muscle3.7 0.156 – 0.247 0.429 0.099 0.110 0.109
ProbCons 0.180 – 0.234 0.503 0.175 0.192 0.177
ClustalW2.0 0.415 0.257 – 0.662 0.362 0.388 0.372
GP25 MAFFT 0.331 0.214 – 0.525 0.176 0.217 0.185
Muscle3.7 0.398 0.247 – 0.648 0.301 0.339 0.318
ProbCons 0.405 0.234 – 0.683 0.363 0.395 0.379
ClustalW2.0 0.270 0.425 0.662 – 0.367 0.343 0.388
baliTC MAFFT 0.262 0.354 0.525 – 0.400 0.375 0.422
Muscle3.7 0.287 0.429 0.648 – 0.410 0.377 0.417
ProbCons 0.363 0.503 0.683 – 0.431 0.412 0.448
ClustalW2.0 0.166 0.165 0.362 0.367 – 0.037 0.071
qQ MAFFT 0.199 0.095 0.176 0.400 – 0.067 0.080
Muscle3.7 0.157 0.099 0.301 0.410 – 0.059 0.068
ProbCons 0.150 0.175 0.363 0.431 – 0.047 0.058
ClustalW2.0 0.153 0.177 0.388 0.343 0.037 – 0.067
fM MAFFT 0.150 0.057 0.217 0.375 0.067 – 0.070
Muscle3.7 0.118 0.110 0.339 0.377 0.059 – 0.057
ProbCons 0.124 0.192 0.395 0.412 0.047 – 0.053
ClustalW2.0 0.185 0.173 0.372 0.388 0.071 0.067 –
shift MAFFT 0.203 0.098 0.185 0.422 0.080 0.070 –
Muscle3.7 0.160 0.109 0.318 0.417 0.068 0.057 –
ProbCons 0.145 0.177 0.379 0.448 0.058 0.053 –
a The minimum and maximum RMSD values for each MSA-method/scoring-metric
combination are italicized and boldfaced, respectively.
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Table 4.4 shows the root mean square deviation (RMSD) values between scoring
metrics over all MSA datasets. RMSD shows the level of correlations among scoring
metrics. RMSD values near zero suggest that metric return values are very similar
across all simulation conditions (correlated), while RMSD values near 1.0 suggest
that metric return values are very dissimilar across all simulation conditions (not
correlated). Many interesting observations can be made. (1) The column-based
metric (baliTC) tend to correlate with the strict pairwise indel metric (GP5 score).
(2) Character-based metrics tend to correlate with other character-based metrics. (3)
Pairwise metrics tend to correlate with other pairwise-based metrics.
Column-based measures tend to cluster with strict pairwise measures:
The GP5 score and the baliTC score appear to be roughly equivalent; both metrics
are maximally deviated from the most lenient score, GP25 score. However, although
baliTC is the least deviated from the GP5 score, the GP5 score is least deviated from
the fM score (except for MAFFT). This suggests that the GP5 score is a middle
ground between the character-based methods and the column-based methods.
Pairwise character-based metrics tend to correlate with other pairwise
character-based metrics: The differences between the pairwise character-based
metrics (qQ, fM , and shift scores) is minimal. The baliTC metric consistently returns
values that are the most deviated from these pairwise character-based metrics, with
the exception of the fM metric on the ClustalW2.0 MSAs. The consistently low differ-
ences between the pairwise character-based metrics may reflect the global conditions
of the benchmark datasets used, e.g., nucleotide data and global alignment.
Pairwise metrics tend to correlate with other pairwise-based metrics:
All character-based metrics are highly deviated from the baliTC score, and the indel-
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based metrics, except for GP5, are highly deviated from the baliTC score. Indel-based
metrics with low values of w are generally most correlated with the character-based
metrics. Although the pairwise character-based metrics tend to be lenient scoring
measures, they do not correlate with the more lenient indel-based metrics. Rather,
the pairwise character-based metrics score MSA alignments very differently than the
lenient indel-based metrics, even though they are closely correlated with indel-based
metrics with a low w. This suggests that the indel-based metrics are sensitive to
different parameters with changing maximum gap distances.
As expected, three categories of scoring methods – pairwise character-based match-
ing (qQ, shift, and fM scores), pairwise indel-based matching (the GPw score), and
columnar-based matching (baliTC) – showed differences in scoring MSAs. Moreover,
pairwise-based metrics, regardless of character-based or indel-based, performed simi-
larly to column-based metrics.
Attributes affecting scoring methods: Here we examine MSA-scoring metric
performances comparing against the parameters used to create benchmark datasets.
Such comparisons should let us gain an understanding about the particular charac-
teristics that affect scoring metrics.
The GPw score is highly sensitive to the tree type when analyzing ClustalW2.0
alignments (Figure 4.11E. This points to the potential impact of the higher number
of indels that share evolutionary paths in balanced trees versus pectinate trees (from
Table 4.2), combined with the tendency of ClustalW2.0 placing smaller indels in the
MSA. Other MSA methods do not display this trend. We believe that this points
towards ClustalW2.0 overfitting the character-based MSA scoring methods. This
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the total column score (baliTC) and the Q score (qQ).
that was less affected by the particular SPS and TC implementation being used
(Figures 4.7,and 4.9 4.10, respectively).
Although the qQ score is assumed to be much more sensitive than the baliTC
score, it is interesting to note that when compared to each other, the MAFFT and
ProbCons MSAs display cases in which the baliTC score is high for very low values
of the qQ score (Figure 4.12). This case occurs for datasets that are highly enriched
for deletions, i.e., datasets afflicted with long tree lengths, large indels, and enriched
in deletions. With such conditions, far more columns are preserved, while relatively
few pairs of characters may be available to measure.
The gap distance thresholds (w) for GPw scores are irrelevant when either ex-
tremely difficult or extremely easy datasets are analyzed, where the metric value
returned is 0 or 1 regardless of w, respectively. However, increasing values of w for
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other datasets increases the GPw score. Figure 4.13 shows the effects of the larger w
value.
4.2.2 Gap Profile and Q scores versus Phylogenetic
Reconstruction
Figure 4.14 shows the phylogeny reconstruction accuracies as a function of the GP5
and the qQ score for the MSAs reconstructed by the four different MSA methods. The
best case for the scoring metrics, when compared to topological accuracy, is to fall in
the lower left or upper right quarters of the plot, which would show that the scoring
metric correlated with the phylogenetic reconstruction accuracy. A slightly worse case
is to fall in the lower right corner, meaning that low scores for the metric can lead
to good phylogenetic reconstructions. The worst case is for the metric/phylogenetic-
accuracy pair to fall in the upper left corner, meaning that the a good score for the
metric leads to terrible trees.
The GPw score and qQ scores both show three tendencies. (1) In general, MSA
accuracy and phylogenetic accuracy correlate. (2) The perfect phylogenetic recon-
structions (phylogenetic reconstruction accuracy is 1) do not seem to correlate with
the scoring metric. (3) Few datasets fall in the worst category (inaccurate phylogenies
built from highly scored MSAs), and those that do tend to be towards the middle of
the plot.
The GP5 is more conservative than the qQ score. This means that far fewer points
with GP5 score fall in the upper left and upper right quadrants than those with the qQ
score. The dataset points that fall in the upper left quadrant tend to be the difficult
cases: 64 taxa, pectinate trees, enriched in deletions. Also of interest is the cluster of
























































































































































Figure 4.13: Comparison of the gap profile scores using different window sizes, w.












































































Figure 4.13: Comparison of the gap profile scores using different w values. w = 10
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the GP5 score (red ‘+’) and the qQ score (green
‘x’) versus the phylogenetic reconstruction accuracy for the MSAs reconstructed by
different methods.
that are enriched in deletions, with tree lengths between 0.25–0.75 in length. These
datasets are difficult for the GP5 score since there are a limited number of indels to
calculate the score. With respect to the qQ score, these datasets may contain fewer
informative sites because of the proliferation of deletions and the limited number of
taxa.
The GP5 score can be helpful in judging accuracies of phylogenetic reconstructions
because it returns conservate values. For example, if we get a GP5 score of 0.8 for a
MSA, we can expect the accuracy of the phylogenetic tree reconstructed to be around
0.6, 0.63, 0.7, and 0.7 for the MSA reconstructions provided by ClustalW2.0, MAFFT,
Muscle3.7, and ProbCons, respectively. To achieve the same amount of certainty with
the qQ score metric, we would have to have qQ scores to be 0.9 or higher. If we limited
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the qQ score to be greater than 0.8, we can only expect phylogenetic reconstruction
accuracies of 0.48, 0.33, 0.38, and 0.45, i.e., a difference of around 0.12, 0.3, 0.32,
and 0.25 percent lower accuracies than the GP5 score for ClustalW2.0, MAFFT,
Muscle3.7, and ProbCons, respectively.
4.3 Conclusion
Current scoring metrics fall into two categories: character-based matching and colum-
nar matching. Within the category, metrics tend to be highly correlated, and do not
measure different characteristics of the MSAs. In this study, we have introduced an-
other type of scoring metric, indel-based matching, specifically the gap profile (GPw)
score. The GPw score is only weakly correlated with character-based matching, but
more importantly, is sensitive to different properties of MSAs. The introduction of a
new scoring metric enables improved MSA goodness evaluation by combining different
types of metrics.
The GPw score is a very flexible metric, allowing the tester to fine-tune the sen-
sitivity of the GPw score by changing the value of w; thus, for conserved MSAs, one
can set a very strict metric by setting w to a low value. For harder MSAs, one can
set a lenient metric by setting w to a higher value. One weakness of the GPw score,
however, is that it requires a gap-dense MSA in order to make a good judgement on
how well a MSA method performs.
We showed that the GP5 is a more specific measure than the SPS with respect
to phylogenetic reconstruction accuracies. The GP5 score has the added benefit of
being able to tune the sensitivity by changing the value of w, either identifying more
reconstructed MSAs that produce high quality phylogenies by seting w > 5, or iden-
tifying only those reconstructed MSAs that can be confidently predicted to generate
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high quality phylogenies by setting w to lower values.
Future versions of the GPw score can be aimed at changing the metric so that it
is not context-free. In our current work, only the pairwise alignments were inspected,
without the context of either the MSA or where the sequences are in the phylogeny.
This context-free approach counted insertions and deletions equally in the scoring
measure, the effect of which being that insertions and deletions will affect the score
disproportionately depending on where they occur within the simulation (insertions
add a gap site to all sequences in sister lineages, whereas deletions add a gap to all
descendant sequences). Additionally, the GPw score also does not take into account
start and end points in gaps, which could remove important data from gaps that
occur in the same region. The GPw score, as presented here, however, still provides




Reconstructing the evolutionary history of biological sequences using a multiple se-
quence alignment (MSA) is the first step in almost all molecular evolutionary studies.
Knowing the accuracy of MSA methods is necessary to be confident in the results
from the secondary analyses such as phylogenetic reconstruction. In order to test the
goodness of a MSA reconstruction, benchmark datasets are necessary. Unfortunately,
current benchmark datasets built on real sequence data suffer from multiple short-
comings, and also do not contain the evolutionary relationships of the sequences in
the dataset. In order to rectify these shortcomings, one must rely on simulated se-
quence datasets. Simulated datasets, in general, suffer from lack of realism. In order
to introduce more realism into sequence simulation, we introduced a new method,
indel-Seq-Gen.
To begin creating more realistic protein simulations than those available at the
time, we created indel-Seq-Gen version 1.0 (iSGv1.0). iSGv1.0 incorporated indel
simulations, and added the unique ability to simulate heterogeneous evolution of
multidomain protein families through the addition of heterogeneous sequence simula-
tion, the ability to change parameters such as the amino acid frequencies, substitution
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matrices, proportion of invariable sites, indel probabilities, indel length distributions,
and differing guide tree topologies and branch lengths. iSGv1.0 also added the unique
ability to conserve sequences that require a certain length to conserve function, such
as the CXXC motif in thioredoxin-fold proteins, while not restricting the sequence
to undergo slower substitution evolution at the same time. We showcased the ability
to improve sequence realism by simulating the transmembrane regions in G protein-
coupled receptors (GPCRs) and the β-strands in the lipocalin superfamily. We further
demonstrated the ability of iSGv1.0 to create highly-divergent sequences that main-
tain the sequence traits required for a family of proteins by examining the effects
of high indel rates in phylogenetic reconstructions and using simulated sequences as
query strings for BLAST and Pfam searches. With iSGv1.0, testing the performance
of various molecular evolution and bioinformatics methods when they are applied to
extremely divergent heterogeneous protein analysis became feasible.
Further improvement of the realism in generating highly diverged sequence super-
families requires site- and lineage-specific evolution. To accomplish this, we upgraded
iSGv1.0 to indel-Seq-Gen version 2.0 (iSGv2.0). iSGv2.0, in addition to incorpo-
rating DNA simulation, added lineage-specific evolution, motif conservation using
PROSITE-like regular expressions, indel tracking, and a richer representation of sub-
sequence length constraints that allows for sequences to change length, but constricts
the sequence to a minimum and maximum length. In addition to the above improve-
ments, sequence constraints imposed by insertions, deletions, and substitutions were
formalized and implemented in iSGv2.0. We also uncovered, and fixed, a flaw in the
indel models of most sequence simulators that biases simulation results for hypotheses
involving indels, by introducing discrete steps model in iSGv2.0. We presented ex-
amples of the improvements in iSGv2.0 by using the calycin superfamily. We showed
the capabilities of iSGv2.0 to represent realistic superfamilies by modeling the calycin
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superfamily using two other protein simulation methods (iSGv1.0 and ROSE). We
simulated the three structurally conserved regions among the lipocalins and the mo-
tif of another calycin subfamily, the avidins. We compared the true MSAs generated
by the three methods and showed how iSGv2.0 maintained the subsequeunce length
constraints. With iSGv2.0, we were able to create realistic datasets that can be used
to test hypotheses involving MSA methodologies.
iSGv2.0 also enabled us to test the scoring metrics that measure the goodness
of MSA reconstructions. Current MSA scoring metrics fall into two character-based
categories: pairwise matching and columnar matching. Possessing the true indel
histories and positions in the true MSA allowed us to introduce a new indel-based
pairwise matching metric, the gap profile score. To test metric performances, we
created a benchmark MSA dataset using iSGv2.0 that covers a large range of param-
eterizations, and populated the spectrum of datasets, from “easy” to “hard.” The
created benchmark varied five parameters: (1) tree shape, (2) number of taxa, (3)
tree root-to-tip length, (4) Pins:Pdel ratio, and (5) indel length.
We compared the gap profile scoring metric to the character-based scoring meth-
ods as implemented in the packages qscore and baliscore. We first showed the
unexpected result that the implementations of the total column score in qscore and
the sum of pairs score in baliscore were not consistent. We then showed that the gap
profile score is affected in a different manner than both the pairwise and columnwise
character-based scoring methods, though it is closer to a character-based method.
Using the gap profile score to predict phylogenetic reconstruction accuracy for re-
constructed MSAs showed that the gap profile score with w = 5 is a more specific
measure than the the sum of pairs score, or Q score. The tests conducted showed
that the Q score is more sensitive than the gap profile score with w = 5. However,
the gap profile score is flexible and can be made more sensitive by increasing w.
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To conclude, we introduced a hypothesis-testing toolkit for evaluating biological
informativeness of indels. We introduced two versions of indel-Seq-Gen, each version
improving on the state-of-the-art methods abilities to create realistic simulated se-
quences. We further introduced the first multiple sequence alignment scoring metric
that use indels as the only informative data. Future versions of the gap profile score
can be aimed at making the metric context-based. Currently, only the pairwise align-
ments were inspected, without the context of either the MSA or where the sequences
are in the phylogeny. This context-free approach counted insertions and deletions
equally in the scoring measure. With this approach, insertions and deletions affect
the score disproportionately depending on where they occur within the simulation.
Finally, the gap profile score can be improved by taking into account start and end
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Figure A.1: The template multiple alignments of the 28 vertebrate olfactory receptors
(plus one outgroup sequence OPSD BOVIN; a.) and the 23 lipocalin sequences (b).
On top of each alignment the invariable arrays used with indel-Seq-Gen are shown.
The GPCR invariable array contains the motif patterns (shown with ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’)
identified by Fuchs et al. [30].
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(OR4C6 HUM:7,OR4N4 HUM:9,((O12D3 HUM:6,O12D2 HUM:2):4,((((((O1078 RAT:9,OR7AH HUM:3):0,
OR1G1 PAN:9):3,OLFI8 RAT:8):2,((O56A4 HUM:6,O51A4 HUM:14):7,OPSD BOV:14):5):9,(OR3A3 PAN:11,
OR3A1 HUM:4):2):11,((((OR6J1 HUM:3,OL287 RAT:12):5,(O11A1 HUM:10,O11H6 HUM:5):7):5,(O10K1 HUM:12,
((((OR2K1 HUM:7,O13C3 HUM:7):4,OR2F1 HUM:6):5,O2A12 HUM:4):3,O10AD HUM:9):3):3):5,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):5,OL502 MOU:5):3,(OLF2 CAN:9,(O1044 MOU:5,OR8D2 HUM:7):3):5):3):6):2):1);
#fgpcr tm.freq,b0.0526315789#[:tm1(,,)]{2,0.01,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:10,OR4N4 HUM:6,((O12D3 HUM:3,O12D2 HUM:7):5,((((((O1078 RAT:5,OR7AH HUM:1):0,
OR1G1 PAN:5):1,OLFI8 RAT:5):1,((O56A4 HUM:9,O51A4 HUM:4):5,OPSD BOV:3):10):4,(OR3A3 PAN:2,
OR3A1 HUM:2):3):2,((((OR6J1 HUM:5,OL287 RAT:5):2,(O11A1 HUM:10,O11H6 HUM:5):3):1,(O10K1 HUM:6,
((((OR2K1 HUM:4,O13C3 HUM:5):4,OR2F1 HUM:4):5,O2A12 HUM:5):2,O10AD HUM:5):1):0):6,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):5,OL502 MOU:6):0,(OLF2 CAN:9,(O1044 MOU:5,OR8D2 HUM:3):0):3):4):2):2):4);
#fgpcr cyto.freq,b0.1#[:cy1(,,)]{2,0.02,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:5,OR4N4 HUM:4,((O12D3 HUM:2,O12D2 HUM:4):2,((((((O1078 RAT:3,OR7AH HUM:1):0,
OR1G1 PAN:4):3,OLFI8 RAT:2):3,((O56A4 HUM:3,O51A4 HUM:3):3,OPSD BOV:4):1):1,(OR3A3 PAN:0,
OR3A1 HUM:1):2):4,((((OR6J1 HUM:2,OL287 RAT:5):2,(O11A1 HUM:4,O11H6 HUM:2):2):2,(O10K1 HUM:1,
((((OR2K1 HUM:3,O13C3 HUM:4):2,OR2F1 HUM:1):1,O2A12 HUM:1):2,O10AD HUM:7):3):0):2,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:1):3,OL502 MOU:3):1,(OLF2 CAN:2,(O1044 MOU:4,OR8D2 HUM:5):0):0):3):2):1):2);
#fgpcr tm.freq,b0.0666666667#[:tm2(,,)]{2,0.01,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:6,OR4N4 HUM:5,((O12D3 HUM:1,O12D2 HUM:3):1,((((((O1078 RAT:1,OR7AH HUM:0):1,
OR1G1 PAN:3):2,OLFI8 RAT:3):2,((O56A4 HUM:5,O51A4 HUM:5):4,OPSD BOV:7):5):4,(OR3A3 PAN:1,
OR3A1 HUM:0):2):3,((((OR6J1 HUM:2,OL287 RAT:3):2,(O11A1 HUM:1,O11H6 HUM:7):1):3,(O10K1 HUM:5,
((((OR2K1 HUM:3,O13C3 HUM:0):5,OR2F1 HUM:2):1,O2A12 HUM:5):2,O10AD HUM:4):4):1):2,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:2):4,OL502 MOU:5):1,(OLF2 CAN:5,(O1044 MOU:4,OR8D2 HUM:2):0):1):1):1):1):1);
#fgpcr extra.freq,b0.05#[:ec2(,,)]{2,0.02,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:9,OR4N4 HUM:5,((O12D3 HUM:6,O12D2 HUM:3):4,((((((O1078 RAT:3,OR7AH HUM:1):5,
OR1G1 PAN:3):2,OLFI8 RAT:6):4,((O56A4 HUM:5,O51A4 HUM:7):4,OPSD BOV:15):10):2,(OR3A3 PAN:2,
OR3A1 HUM:8):7):5,((((OR6J1 HUM:6,OL287 RAT:6):5,(O11A1 HUM:8,O11H6 HUM:4):3):0,(O10K1 HUM:5,
((((OR2K1 HUM:4,O13C3 HUM:5):5,OR2F1 HUM:8):4,O2A12 HUM:7):1,O10AD HUM:12):3):2):0,(((OR9G1 HUM:1,
OR9G5 HUM:0):7,OL502 MOU:7):2,(OLF2 CAN:9,(O1044 MOU:6,OR8D2 HUM:4):4):4):4):1):2):3);
#fgpcr tm.freq,b0.0555555556#[:tm3(,,)]{2,0.01,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:6,OR4N4 HUM:5,((O12D3 HUM:1,O12D2 HUM:3):3,((((((O1078 RAT:2,OR7AH HUM:7):1,
OR1G1 PAN:4):3,OLFI8 RAT:3):3,((O56A4 HUM:8,O51A4 HUM:7):7,OPSD BOV:7):3):4,(OR3A3 PAN:1,
OR3A1 HUM:2):4):3,((((OR6J1 HUM:7,OL287 RAT:2):2,(O11A1 HUM:6,O11H6 HUM:2):1):4,(O10K1 HUM:6,
((((OR2K1 HUM:2,O13C3 HUM:6):1,OR2F1 HUM:4):2,O2A12 HUM:9):1,O10AD HUM:8):3):1):1,(((OR9G1 HUM:2,
OR9G5 HUM:0):8,OL502 MOU:3):2,(OLF2 CAN:8,(O1044 MOU:3,OR8D2 HUM:7):1):3):3):2):3):2);
#fgpcr cyto.freq,b0.0714285714#[:cy2(,,)]{2,0.02,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:1,OR4N4 HUM:6,((O12D3 HUM:1,O12D2 HUM:2):1,((((((O1078 RAT:2,OR7AH HUM:2):1,
OR1G1 PAN:4):0,OLFI8 RAT:3):2,((O56A4 HUM:1,O51A4 HUM:7):3,OPSD BOV:11):4):1,(OR3A3 PAN:1,
OR3A1 HUM:3):8):0,((((OR6J1 HUM:5,OL287 RAT:2):2,(O11A1 HUM:4,O11H6 HUM:2):3):2,(O10K1 HUM:5,
((((OR2K1 HUM:1,O13C3 HUM:4):3,OR2F1 HUM:4):1,O2A12 HUM:5):1,O10AD HUM:7):0):3):2,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):3,OL502 MOU:6):4,(OLF2 CAN:5,(O1044 MOU:2,OR8D2 HUM:4):1):2):2):0):2):3);
#fgpcr tm.freq,b0.0526315789#[:tm4(,,)]{2,0.01,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:5,OR4N4 HUM:8,((O12D3 HUM:3,O12D2 HUM:8):2,((((((O1078 RAT:5,OR7AH HUM:4):3,
OR1G1 PAN:3):3,OLFI8 RAT:8):5,((O56A4 HUM:7,O51A4 HUM:9):7,OPSD BOV:7):5):1,(OR3A3 PAN:1,
OR3A1 HUM:1):5):4,((((OR6J1 HUM:5,OL287 RAT:10):3,(O11A1 HUM:7,O11H6 HUM:7):3):1,(O10K1 HUM:5,
((((OR2K1 HUM:6,O13C3 HUM:7):3,OR2F1 HUM:4):2,O2A12 HUM:7):3,O10AD HUM:6):5):4):5,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,




(OR4C6 HUM:12,OR4N4 HUM:13,((O12D3 HUM:8,O12D2 HUM:6):5,((((((O1078 RAT:7,OR7AH HUM:2):11,
OR1G1 PAN:9):6,OLFI8 RAT:8):4,((O56A4 HUM:9,O51A4 HUM:15):6,OPSD BOV:14):15):6,(OR3A3 PAN:3,
OR3A1 HUM:1):8):5,((((OR6J1 HUM:4,OL287 RAT:13):2,(O11A1 HUM:16,O11H6 HUM:7):9):5,(O10K1 HUM:16,
((((OR2K1 HUM:12,O13C3 HUM:4):2,OR2F1 HUM:15):7,O2A12 HUM:8):4,O10AD HUM:21):2):4):4,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):13,OL502 MOU:10):10,(OLF2 CAN:5,(O1044 MOU:10,OR8D2 HUM:13):3):4):2):3):3):9);
#fgpcr tm.freq,b0.0454545455#[:tm5(,,)]{2,0.01,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:10,OR4N4 HUM:4,((O12D3 HUM:3,O12D2 HUM:2):9,((((((O1078 RAT:7,OR7AH HUM:5):6,
OR1G1 PAN:10):4,OLFI8 RAT:8):2,((O56A4 HUM:3,O51A4 HUM:13):6,OPSD BOV:14):4):3,(OR3A3 PAN:6,
OR3A1 HUM:7):6):4,((((OR6J1 HUM:8,OL287 RAT:8):5,(O11A1 HUM:10,O11H6 HUM:8):6):6,(O10K1 HUM:4,
((((OR2K1 HUM:7,O13C3 HUM:11):5,OR2F1 HUM:6):7,O2A12 HUM:5):3,O10AD HUM:11):6):3):2,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):9,OL502 MOU:9):9,(OLF2 CAN:7,(O1044 MOU:8,OR8D2 HUM:8):6):6):3):3):7):10);
#fgpcr cyto.freq,b0.0625#[:cy3(,,)]{6,0.02,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:4,OR4N4 HUM:7,((O12D3 HUM:2,O12D2 HUM:6):9,((((((O1078 RAT:2,OR7AH HUM:1):4,
OR1G1 PAN:3):1,OLFI8 RAT:5):4,((O56A4 HUM:4,O51A4 HUM:5):3,OPSD BOV:8):5):4,(OR3A3 PAN:2,
OR3A1 HUM:2):3):2,((((OR6J1 HUM:2,OL287 RAT:4):3,(O11A1 HUM:6,O11H6 HUM:3):4):1,(O10K1 HUM:3,
((((OR2K1 HUM:2,O13C3 HUM:4):1,OR2F1 HUM:4):0,O2A12 HUM:3):3,O10AD HUM:4):3):1):2,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):5,OL502 MOU:6):4,(OLF2 CAN:6,(O1044 MOU:1,OR8D2 HUM:7):0):0):0):0):3):5);
#fgpcr tm.freq,b0.0526315789#[:tm6(,,)]{2,0.01,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:4,OR4N4 HUM:11,((O12D3 HUM:1,O12D2 HUM:2):6,((((((O1078 RAT:0,OR7AH HUM:1):2,
OR1G1 PAN:3):4,OLFI8 RAT:1):2,((O56A4 HUM:9,O51A4 HUM:6):2,OPSD BOV:13):5):2,(OR3A3 PAN:3,
OR3A1 HUM:1):4):2,((((OR6J1 HUM:6,OL287 RAT:4):4,(O11A1 HUM:1,O11H6 HUM:5):5):1,(O10K1 HUM:6,
((((OR2K1 HUM:4,O13C3 HUM:3):2,OR2F1 HUM:6):1,O2A12 HUM:4):2,O10AD HUM:5):2):2):2,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):4,OL502 MOU:2):0,(OLF2 CAN:4,(O1044 MOU:3,OR8D2 HUM:5):2):2):2):1):2):2);
#fgpcr extra.freq,b0.0769230769#[:ec4(,,)]{6,0.03,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:4,OR4N4 HUM:4,((O12D3 HUM:2,O12D2 HUM:4):5,((((((O1078 RAT:2,OR7AH HUM:4):4,
OR1G1 PAN:4):2,OLFI8 RAT:7):4,((O56A4 HUM:3,O51A4 HUM:4):5,OPSD BOV:7):4):4,(OR3A3 PAN:1,
OR3A1 HUM:2):3):6,((((OR6J1 HUM:5,OL287 RAT:4):3,(O11A1 HUM:4,O11H6 HUM:6):4):4,(O10K1 HUM:7,
((((OR2K1 HUM:6,O13C3 HUM:3):2,OR2F1 HUM:6):4,O2A12 HUM:2):2,O10AD HUM:6):2):1):1,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):3,OL502 MOU:3):2,(OLF2 CAN:0,(O1044 MOU:4,OR8D2 HUM:6):3):2):1):5):0):2);
#fgpcr tm.freq,b0.0588235294#[:tm7(,,)]{2,0.01,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:3,OR4N4 HUM:9,((O12D3 HUM:2,O12D2 HUM:1):3,((((((O1078 RAT:1,OR7AH HUM:1):0,
OR1G1 PAN:1):2,OLFI8 RAT:2):2,((O56A4 HUM:4,O51A4 HUM:6):8,OPSD BOV:9):8):1,(OR3A3 PAN:2,
OR3A1 HUM:3):5):2,((((OR6J1 HUM:4,OL287 RAT:3):2,(O11A1 HUM:7,O11H6 HUM:4):1):3,(O10K1 HUM:4,
((((OR2K1 HUM:2,O13C3 HUM:2):3,OR2F1 HUM:2):0,O2A12 HUM:8):2,O10AD HUM:4):2):4):1,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,
OR9G5 HUM:0):3,OL502 MOU:3):1,(OLF2 CAN:3,(O1044 MOU:0,OR8D2 HUM:4):3):1):1):2):1):3);
#fgpcr cyto.freq,b0.0454545455#[:cy4(,6,r)]{8,0.04,gpcr}
(OR4C6 HUM:7,OR4N4 HUM:16,((O12D3 HUM:2,O12D2 HUM:6):4,((((((O1078 RAT:5,OR7AH HUM:5):3,
OR1G1 PAN:10):5,OLFI8 RAT:7):6,((O56A4 HUM:7,O51A4 HUM:4):5,OPSD BOV:6):23):3,(OR3A3 PAN:3,
OR3A1 HUM:7):7):6,((((OR6J1 HUM:10,OL287 RAT:1):8,(O11A1 HUM:7,O11H6 HUM:6):4):4,(O10K1 HUM:10,
((((OR2K1 HUM:3,O13C3 HUM:5):5,OR2F1 HUM:8):3,O2A12 HUM:5):3,O10AD HUM:9):3):6):5,(((OR9G1 HUM:0,

































































Figure A.2: The input file that gives the specification of each subsequence of the (a)
vertebrate olfactory-receptor and (b) lipocalin template multiple alignments. For a





This appendix holds all relevant figures and tables for comparisons made in Chapter 4.
B.1 Scoring Methods Colored by Benchmark
Parameter Values
This section compares scoring metric return values versus four of the statistics from
Table 4.3: Contiguous block length, contiguous indel length, average normalized ham-
ming distance (ANHD), and percent gappiness. The first figure compares each met-
ric/statistic pair with five plots, where each plot colors the data points according
to the parameter value used to create the benchmark datasets corresponding to the
data point. The second figure continues to use the above statistics, but compares two
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shift versus Average Contig Indel Length
bal
pec
Figure B.1: Scoring metric scores versus benchmark statistic. Color of data points
correspond to the benchmark parameter.
303
B.2 Scoring Methods Side-by-side Comparison
This section is a comprehensive side-by-side comparison of MSA scoring metrics. For
each of the MSA methods, the axes of the plot correspond to the two scoring metrics
being compared, with the data points colored to correspond with the benchmark
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Figure B.3
B.3 Metric Scores against Nucleotide Phylogeny
Reconstruction
This section compares pairwise indel-based metrics against pairwise character-based
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Figure B.3: Comparison of scoring metric values against phylogenetic topological
accuracy using Nucleotide reconstructed MSAs.
